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In Our 96th Year

New Courses To Be
Offered In MSU Life
And Learning Series
Thirty-three new relines are
among 38 being offered for the
spring semester in Murray
State University's new "Life
and Learning" adult education
program.
These courses, designed to
serve special interests of adults
in the University's immediate
area, are non-credit courses
taught by instructors from
both inside and outside the
University community who
have expertise in their
specialized areas.
Coordinated by Dr. Donald E.
Jones, dean of continuing
education at Murray State, the
program is beamed at persons
who wish to broaden their
professional, technical, cultural
or recreational interests.
7ctiere are no entrance
.4uirements; no grades are
given; and there are no
examinations to pass, Dr. Jones
emphasizes. The basic objective of the program, he
points out, is to provide opportunities for people of the

Special Exhibit
And Sale Planned
At Murray State
A special exhibition and sale
of original Oriental art will be
held at Murray State University
-Friday, Jan. 31.
Scheduled from 10 a.M. to 4
p.m. in the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery on the fourth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
the exhibit by Marson Ltd. of
Baltimore Will include work
selling for a wide range of
prices.
Works by Hiroshige, Hokusai,
Kunisada, Kunichika.
Kuniyoshi and many other 18th
and 19th century masters will
be in the exhibit, along with a
collection of outstanding etchings, woodcuts, lithographs
and drawings by ,distinguished
contemporary artists.
A representative of Marson
Ltd. will be on hand to answer
questions about the work, the
artists and the various graphic
techniques employed. Visitors
who do not intend to make a
purchase are encouraged to
browse through the collection.
Marson Ltd. specializes in
arranging exhibitions and sales
of original Oriental art at
colleges, universities and
museums throughout the United
States.

agrounding area to learn the
kinds of things riot offered in a
strictly academic curriculum.
All courses will be taught in
the evenings.
Classes will meet weekly,
usually for two-hour sessions,
beginning Feb. 3, and continuing for periods varying
from five to 10 weeks.
The courses being offered for
the first time include: First Aid
Instructor's Course; In Search
of Tomorrow - Science Fiction
and Futurology; Coast Guard
Auxiliary Safe Boating and
First Mates' Courses; Fitness
for Adults; Parent-Child Toy
Library;
Simple
L'odln
Weaving; Recreational
Ceramics.
Arts and Crafts for Leisure
Activities; Rifle Marksmanship; Writing Greeting Cards;
Short Story Writing; Public
Speaking; How to Be a
Publicity Chairman; Amateur
Radio License Class; The Arts
of The Theatre; Teaching
Methods for Sunday School
Teachers.
Home Gardening; Landscaping; Making a Man's
Jacket in Five Easy Lessons;
Home Nursing; Freezing and
Furniture
Canning;
Refinishing; Designing and
Trimming Table Covers;
Genealogical Research and
Sources;
Methods
Mathematics of Finance for the
Layman; Basic Investment
Techniques; Mechanics for
Women; Expectant Parents'
Classes; Standard First Aid and
Personal Safety; and Advanced
First Aid and Emergency Care.

BOY SCOUT DRO,E - local Scout officials are making plans tor the animal Boy Scout Fund
Drive, which will begin here Feb. 3. Left to right are Ed Chrisman,finance chairman for the fivecounty Chickasaw District, G.101-Hayden, district executive for the Four Rivers Boy.Scout Council and Don Henry,finance chairman for Calloway County. Max Hurt will be chairman of the advance gifts campaign which gets underway Feb. 3. local solicitations will get underway with a
breakfast meeting at the Holiday Inn Feb. 10.
Staff Photo b* Dave

Meany Calls Ford's
Plan 'Disappointing'

The five courses being
repeated from the fall offerings
include: Beginning Bass
Fishing; Beginning Bridge;
Learning to Arrange Flowers;
How to Build a Kentucky Long
Rifle; and Beginning Sewing.
The costs of the classes are
nominal, only $1 per contact
hour. For example, a class
which will meet for a total of 10
hours would cost $10; one
meeting for 20 contact hours',
$20.
Advance registration for a
course is recommended and
strongly encouraged. This may
be done or complete information on any or all courses
obtained by contacting the
Continuing
Center
for
Education at Murray State. The
telephone numbers are 762-4159
or 762-2006.

WASHINGTON ( AP)- AFLCIO President George Meany
called President Ford's economic and energy program disappointing today and said the
American people demand an
emergency plan that will get
the nation back to work and
stabilize the economy.
Meany proposed that Congress take action within 60 days
on tax cuts for low-income
groups, gasoline rationing,
broader unemployment protection, an increased number of
public service jobs and new
housing programs.
"Now is the time for action
-compassionate, sensible, fair
action by the Congress and the
President," Meany declared at
a rate meeting of the AFL-CIO's
general board.
The board, composed of the
presidents of all 110 unions affiliated with the labor federation, listened to reports on the
recession's impact on workers
in all sectors of the economy.
The union chiefs planned to
act on the economic program
outlined by Meany.
Declaring that the economy
is in the worst shape since the
depression of the 19304, Meany
said Ford's program could fuel
inflation and do little to conserve energy while enhancing

club said Wednesday anyone
who buys a new car from an
area dealer by Feb. 28 will get
two free tickets to home
games.
Because of the 16-month sales
slump, production lines at eight
car plants are idle this week
and 228,000 hourly employes of
a total auto production workforce of 685,000 are on layoff.
GM said Wednesday that all
liut three of its U.S. car assembly plants and all of its truck
plants will operate next week.
It said 6,000 employes will be
on temporary layoff next week,
compared with 10,455 this week
and 34,800 last week. Shift reductions and production cutbacks will leave 93,000 GM employes on indefinite layoff by
the end of the month.
GM,Ford and AMC are offering rebates ranging from $200
to $600 on specified small cars
purchased from dealer stocks
Two investigations were by Feb. 28. Chrysler's program
made by Murray City Police, ends Feb. 16.
including the theft of an electric
heater and the theft of a tape
player
TODAY'S INDEX
Paul F., Stringer, Richmond
One Section Today
Clear and cool tonight. Sunny Hall, reported the theft of a $100
and a little warmer Friday. tape player from his car to
.2, :3
Local Scene.
laws tonight in the mid to up- police.
2
Dear Abby
The theft of a $75 heater was
per 304. Highs Friday in the low
3
Hiiroscopes
50s. Winds variable about five reported to police by the
4
Editorials
miles per hour tonight. The management of Kentucky Fried
Sports. • . . .6, 7, 8
outlook for Saturday: sunny and Chicken, who said the theft was
Comics, Crossword. . .11
by a customer who had asked
a little warmer.
12, 13
Classifieds. . .
Chance of showers Monday for 8 larger box for his order,
Deaths & Funerals. . .14
Lows in the 304 and highs in and made off with the heater
the 504 throughout the period. while the clerk was gone:

DETROIT (AP) - The nation's auto makers disclose
mid-January sales figures today, the first to reflect the industry's new rebate program,
and analysts predict they will
show a substantial upturn.
But no one is predicting the
end of the longest auto sales
slump since World War II.
Sales for the Jan. 11-20 period
were expected to be no more
than 140,000 cars, compared
with 155,004 in the same period
a year ago. Volume then was
the slowest for a mid-January
in a dozen years due to the
energy crisis.
Sales for the first 10 days of
January were the lowest on
record for the period, 93,235.
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Simon Asks Congress
To Hike Federal Debt
Ceiling By 22 Per Cent

Auto Makers To Disclose
Mid-January Figures Today

NNW
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Sales for the Jan. 11-20 period
reflect in part the impact of rebate programs designed to spur
sales of new models, but many
of the discount moves came too
late for their effect to be felt
strongly.
In the two weeks since Chrysler began paying rebates of up
to $400 on selected models, the
other makers and more than a
score of automotive supply and
related firms have started similar programs.
Large and small firms are offering rebates to their employes, banks have offered to cut
interest rates on new car loans.
The Detroit Red Wing hockey

Investigations
Made By Police

oil company profits.
Ford's program, he said,
"was the weirdest one I have
ever seen. For those who are
suffering the most- the unemployed, the aged, the sick and
the poor - he proposed even
more suffering."
Under the President's $12 billion tax rebate plan, Meany
said a family of four earning
$7,500 a year would receive a
rebate of only $58 or an average of $1.11 a week.
He urged an energy program
that would not give in to "the
blackmail demands of the Arab
oil sheiks," and said if necessary this country should turn to
rationing and mandatory fuel
allocations.
This would be "a .small price
to pay to avoid total economic
collapse and to take America's
economic destiny out of the
hands of the Arab sheiks,"
Meany said.
Meany had earlier disnossed

Theft Of
Trailer
Is Reported

Weather Forecast

Mrs. Millard Ails

campaign for American energy
independence.
Ford, directly challenging
Congress, declared Wednesday
night he would sign the proclamation for higher tariffs on imported oil beginning Feb. I in a
bid to curb American oil consumption.
The tariff hike is a key part
of the administration plan to
curtail petroleum consumption
Related Editorial
On Page 4
by increasing prices. Opponents
of the hike claim it will fuel inflation without cutting consumption.
Simon blamed the the rapid
downward slide of the economy
for the worsening federal revenues picture.
He said the federal government will receive $6.7 billion
less in the 1975 fiscal year from
individual income taxes than it
had earlier estimated, and $3.7
billion less in corporate income
taxes.
"As a result, federal deficits
are mounting rapidly and are
causing the current squeeze on
the debt ceiling," Simon said.
The Treasury secretary previously had said he is horrified
by the proposed federal deficits
of nearly $35 billion this year
and $50 bithon next year. But
he told the committee they are
necessary' in the current recession.
He said the proposed debt
limit will include the cost of the
President's new economic proposals, but would not allow for
any new spending programs by
Congress. The President told some 1,000
persons at a banquet of the
business-sponsored Conference
Board: "I'm going to sign the
declaration tomorrow to force
action by the Congress so the
country will have action and

not limitations in the months
ahead."
Just hours earlier, Rep. Al
Ullman, D-Ore., new chairman
of the House Ways and Means
Committee, called a special
hearing today for action on legislation to force a 90-day delay
in Ford's tariff plan.
"Time is really critical," said
Ullman. He argued that the
President's tariff plan would
impose "a hardship on the
American people." Ullman predicted Congress would decide to
block Ford's plan.
Ullman said he expects to
have a blocking bill ready for
congressional action next week
and he thinks there are enough
votes to override any presiden- -tial veto.
On Tuesday, Ullman Weds
Ford urging the Preside* 10
(See Simon, Page 14)

Price Down
On Tobacco
Wednesday
The average price paid for
tobacco on the Murray Tobacco
Market dropped by over le on
the three local Mora on Wednesday's sale.
A total of 477,502 pounds was
sold on the three floors, for
$463,154.78, and an average
price of $94.90 per hundredweight.
The sale brings the total
tobacco sold this week here to
991,326 pounds, for $964,042.511,
and weekly average of $99.67.
The totals for the season (four
sales) are 1,637,196 pounds for
$1,595,896.50, and an average of
$97.48.

E
xxon Reporp Earnings Up
Ifercentin tast__.Quarter-

later than ten days from the
balloting day, Wednesday.
l'he director of the state soybean association, Henry Lilly,
said he would be surprised if
there were many negative
votes in Christian County, a
major soybean producing area.
Daviess County Farm Agent
Tom Curtsinger said, "We'll
have some 'no' votes, but from
what the farmers said the levy
will pass."
Turnout was light and estimates put the vote at below 12
to 1 per cent of the soybean
growers and others eligible.

Heart Fund Drive
Leaders Selected
Three appointments to
leadership positions in the 1975
Calloway County Heart Fund
drive have been announced by
the state campaign chairman,
poet-novelist Jesse Stuart of
Greenup. All of Murray, they
are: Mrs. Willard Alls, county
Heart Fund chairman; Mrs.

Ag Council To
Meet On Tuesday

County
Calloway
The
Ford's program as "peanuts
for the poor," and the plan of- Agricultural Council will meet
fered by Democratic congres- Tuesday, January 28, at 6:3) p.
sional leaders as "a big noth- m, in the training room of
Winslow Cafeteria on the
In today's speech, the labor Murray State Campus.
The meeting has been
(See Meany, Page 14)
designated as "family night"
with a buffet style meal planned. A slide presentation,
"Botanical Gardens of Eastern
North America," will be
presented by Roger Macha
following the meal.
Reservations for the meal, at
a cost of $3.75 per person, should
County be made by noon, Monday,
Calloway
The
Sheriff's office investigated the January 27. Anyone planning to
theft last week of a 13-foot self- attend should call 762-3377 days
contained walk-in camper or 753-8229 nights to make
trailer at the Kentucky Lake reservations.
Development subdivision.
The theft was reported by
Kenneth Myers, 733 Riley
Court, who owns the trailer.
An investigation is continuing
into the incident, aecording to
Sheriff's personnel.

Passage Of Soybean
Referendum Predicted
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API While the outcome of a soybean
producers' checkoff vote taken
Wednesday may not be known
for nine days, state agricultural
officials predicted passage of
the measure.
The checkoff would levy a
half-cent per bushel to promote
soybean marketing, research
and production.
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture is to pick up sealed
ballot boxes by Saturday, with
a counting place to be designated by Monday. Disclosure of
the totals is scheduled for no

WASHINGTON (AP) Blaming rising federal deficits,
Treasury Secretary William E.
Simon asked Congress today
for a 22 per cent increase in the
federal debt ceiling to $604 billion through June 30-of 1976.
The current limit on government borrowing is $495 billion.
However, that is a temporary
limit that expires on March 31,
after which the limit would legally fail to $400 billion.
Simon told the House Ways
and Means Committee that the
government will exceed the
temporary Limit of $495 billion
on Feb. 8.
"Thus there is a pressing
need for immediate action on
the part of Congress," he said.
Simon appeared on Capitol
Hill as President Ford and key
Democratic congressmen were
rushing into a fast-developing
battle over new oil import tariffs the President plans to proclaim later in the day in his

NEW YORK (AP) - The
world's biggest oil company,
Exxon Corp., announced today
fourth quarter after tax earnings climbed 9.3 per cent, capping a year in which earnings
rose 28.5 per cent.
The quarter's net income totaled $860 million, or 13.84 a
share, compared with $787 million, or $3.51 a share in the
foiwth quarter of 1973 - the
time when Middle East producers first slapped on their oil
embargo, and petroleum prices
began their upward spiral.
Revenues rose 49 per cent to
$12.57 billion, against $8.42 billion the comparable period last
year.
For the full year ended Dec.
31, Exxon said it earned $3.14
billion, or $14.03 a share, compared with 1973's $2.44 billion,
or $10.90 a share. In 1972 and
1971 the company earned about
$1.5 billion.
Revenues in 1974 expanded
about 60 per cent from $28.51
billion a year ago to $45.84 bil-

•

lion - more than the gross national products of all but about
10 nations.
The company said fourth
quarter earnings included a total of Pa million in extraordinary items. The largest, $37
million, was part of a fund set

Carroll Hubbard
Named As Chairman
Democratic Class
Freshman U. S. Congressman
Carroll Hubbard, D-Kentucky,
age 37, was today unanimously
elected as chairman of the 94th
Democratic Class, composed of
the 75 new Democratic party
members of the U. S. House of
Representatives.
Hubbard succeeds U. S. Rep.
Dick Ottinger, D-New York,
who has served as temporary
chairman of the Freshman
Class since last month. No other
officers were elected today.

Jerry Bolls, county publicity
chairman and Joe McKinney,
Murray business gifts 'chairman.
The month-long Heart Fund
appeal will be launched
Tuesday, February 4, with
Coffee Day. The house-to-house
solicitation will be conducted on
Heart Sunday, February 23.
WASHINGTON,- U. S. Rep. will add to the inflationary
Sponsoring the drive in Murray Carroll Hubbard has joined in spiral, increase the recession,
are the Murray Jaycees.
co-sponsoring a sense of and not guarantee any fuel
Jesse Stuart, himself a heart Congress resolution urging savings "
attack victim, urged full sup- President Ford to delay imIf passed by Congress,
port of the 1975 Appeal, noting position of import duties on oil Hubbard said, the resolution
that 485,000 Kentuckians suffer until April 1 so Congress "can would not bind the President,
from heart disease and that 58 study the impact of the tax upon but "will give him a strong
percent of all known causes of consumers and our whole message that the Congress
death inthe Commonwealth are economy."
believes the import fee should
due to heart and blood vessel
In taking this action, Rep. be thoroughly studied."
- diseases.
Hubbard announced he was
Hubbard and McFall said
He also announced that Mrs. joining House Majority Whip "We share the President's goal
Charles Clark, Murray, will John J. McFall ( D-Cal.) and of implementing a national fuel
continue .to serve as the year- Rep. Henry .S. Reuss (D-Wis.) conservation program and
round Memorial Gifts Chair- seeking delay until April 1 for reaching for national self
man for Heart in Calloway implementation of the phased $3 sufficiency in meeting our fuel
County.
oil import taz.
needs.
A new high total of $650,000
Ins joint statement, Hubbard
"Without a doubt," the
was contributed last year to the arid McFall said: "We are Congressmen said, "the Arab
Heart Fund in Kentucky, Stuart taking this action, because we Oil Embargo and later the hike
said.
believe the President's proposal in the price of imported oil

aside in the first quarter of last
year in the event the House
Ways and Means Committee
passed a tax bill that would
have cut into Exxon's foreign
oil earnings.
An Exxon spokesman said
since the tax bill never passed,
the $37 million was entered into
the company's current statement.
Another item, $25 million,
was money set aside to cover
Exxon's possible investment
losses which, the spokesman
said, "were not as great as we
thought."
Finally, the quarter's net included $20 million, representing
money which the U.S. government recovered, and turned
over to Exxon, for company assets nationalized in Peru. That,
plus profits from the sale of assets in Europe drew a sum of
$46 million, from which Exxon
substracted about VS million to
account for the retroactive impact of increased Canadian oil
taxes.

Hubbard Joins In Move To
Delay Import Duties On Oil
caused one of the most severe
national and international
peacetime economic disruptions.
"Adding to the price of oil at
this time," Hubbard and McFall said, "is not a solution, but
a greater problem. The
Congress should have the opportunity to see if a better idea
can be developed."
The average price for imported and domestic crude oil
combined is $7.50 per barrel. A
$3 import fee would total $15
billion in Federal revenues.
With price add-ons throughout
the whole economy, Hubbard
observed, the fee could result in
at least a $40 billion increase in
consumer prices for all types of
goods and products.
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COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Thursday, January 23
The
Progressive
Homemakers Club will meet at
the home of Mrs. Shirley
Morton, 1612 Sunset, at seven p.
m.
The Zeta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the club
house with Mesdames Allen
McCoy, John Pasco, Vernon
Riley, Max Beale, and A. H.
Kopperud as hostesses.

Thursday,January 23

Mbirr•,

Ledger e

To Be Married

Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m.for Senior Citizens of Murray
and Calloway County.
Kentucky Nurses Association,
District 13, will have a dinner
meeting'at Perkins Pancake
House at 6:30 p. m. MSU nursing students will present the
program on their research
project.

HENDON
LAMAR
HARRE,LL,son of Mr. and Mrs.
'Jamie Harrell of Murray Route.
*Eight, has been named to the
honor roll for the fall quarter at
David Lipscomb College, Nashville, Terux He had a 3.67 point
average for his eighteen hours
of courses, according to Mack
- Wayne Craig, dean of the
college. Han-ell is a 1974 honor
graduate of Calloway County
High School.

Wranglers Riding Club will
Murray Chapter-of Parents,- pleeffilIt the Calloway County
Withont Partners will meet at Court House at seven p. m.
the home of Judy Adams, 714
Olive Boulevard, at eight p.m.
Friday, January 24
Judge Robert 0. Miller will
Regular meeting of Murray
moderate the discussion on Chapter of Parents Without
"Cloud Nine."
Partners will be at the ComThe Murray
Club munity Center at eight p.m.
will meet at
urray
Auditions for the Readers
Wo
•
ouse at two
p.
Ralph Woods as Theatre production of Kurt
Vonnegut, Jr., production of
"Cat's Cradle" will be held in
Room 308 of Wilson Hall, MSU,
at five p.m.
Senior art exhibits of Cynthia
The DECA Chapter of Murray )(alias, Dunkirk, and Glenn
Area Vocational Education Leckie, Mayfield, will open at
Center had Stephen Brown, the Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts - "Household shower for Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Parrish and two
State DECA Chapter President Center,
Murray
State
from Paducah Tilghman High University, and continue elikiren whose home was
destroyed
by fire will be held at
School, as guest speaker on through February 5.
thc-Conununity Center on North
Tuesday, January 7.
Secoiid
Street
from seven to
Brown spoke on a state-wide
"Harlem Hey Day," a black
publicity campaign for DECA. musical, sponsored by the 8:30 p. m. Items may be left at
The campaign is being Student Organization, will be Headstart.
organized to allow the public to presented at eight p. m. in
Saturdayl January 25
learn more about DECA clubs Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Western an4 country music
and their activities, the speaker Admission is one dollar.
show will be held at the Old
said.
Hardin School gym at 730 p.m.,
sponsored by the Western
Kentucky Eages CB Club.

411.111110.1

Stephen Brown
DECA Speaker

Nam

Rocking Chair

Licensed Practical
will have a bake sale
north side of the court
with proceeds going
March of Dimes.

,S3 33i.

HELD OVER
THRU SAT.
s.,

ONE,
J111/111511M1

BURT REYNOLDS
"THE
LONGEST YARD"

"THE MAN
WITH THE
GOLDEN GUN"

MCRAE

)7:30,9:30 +2:30Sat.,Sun.1

7:25 9:40+ 2:30Sun

WONDER
01'ne ALL
"ONE OF THE BEST EVER HMV"
Les Midas Tam

FILM!"
"A SPELLBINDING
furor Error
-Carla • APO;....A.

STARTS SUNDAY
3DAYS ONLY

V33130-

753-3314

'C)eak -A1)11By Abigail Van Buren

PADUCAH Downtown & Crossroads
McKENZIE, TENN. Shopping Plaza

ENTIRE FALL & HOLIDAY .§TOCK

MID-WINTER ABSCISSION

SALE

Reports of hubby's
death were premature

The group assembled at
"Interiors by Edward," where
they were met by Edward
Roberts, owner, and given a
delightful tour of the store.
During the evening discussions
were held on the different types
of furniture, accessories,
decorating, etc.
Mrs. Donnie Lyons was in
charge of the program.
Following the program the
members went to a mar
restaurant for pie and coffee
and an hour of fellowship.
Members attending were:
Mesdames, Jerry Caldwell,
Tommy Carraway, Charles
Chilcutt, John Emerson, David
Foley, Reggie Griffin, 'Greg
Holt, Mike Holton, Mac Hulse,
Ronnie Hutson, Donny Lyons,
Bobby Martin, Mike Morgan,
Gerry Requarth, Joe Suiter,
Bruce Thomas, Richard White,
W. H. Williams, and Bobby
Wilson.

tiflURRAY
DRIVE C771IN ,

Open 6:45-Start 7 15
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DEAR ONE: DYING unexpectedly is not uncommon,
but LIVING unexpectedly is. It's wise to prepare for the
future, but you jumped the gun. If you believe in fairness to
a man pulled back from the brink of death, you'll say
goodbye to his premature replacement.
DEAR ABBY: After reading the letter from the
grandmother who complained because the grandparents on
the MOTHER'S side always seemed to be favored, I had to
put in my two cent's worth.
I am the young mother of three very active children, and
it's always MY mother who babysits. She works fulltime
and has her own family to take care of. but when I ask her to
babysit, for a night, a day, or weekend, she acts like it's the
best offer she's had all week.
On the other hand, my husband's mother has no job and
no family at home. All she has to think of is herself, but
she's never volunteered to babysit for me. Once she said, "If
you ever need me in an emergency, I'll come," but, Abby,
she knows that in an emergency I can call my own mother.
Twice in nine years I have asked my mother-in-law to sit
for me. She did, but she made me feel like she was doing me
the biggest favor in the world, so I quit asking her.
Thanks for letting me get this off my chest. Maybe my
mother-in-law will read it and see herself.
BUGGED
DEAR BUGGED: Maybe And maybe not. Not all
grandmothers regard an offer to babysit as "the best offer
they've had all week." Many have written to nay that they
raised their children and the) wish their children 'would
raise their own -but when asked to babysit, they hate to
refuse.
Those grannies who genuinely enjoy sitting should do so,
but those who don't should not be made to feel guilty.
DEAR ABBY: Will you please do me a favor and answer
this in your column so I can give it to my son to show his
future wife?
Every time we have this girl over for supper, she brings
her scale and insists on weighing everything before she eats
it. While I am putting food on the table and everybody else
is sitting down, she goes inta the kitchen and weighs her
food before bringing her plate to the table. •
I think this is bad manners I ian't you?
INSULTED

OFF

DEAR INSULTED: Not necessarily. The young woman
is obviously • weight watcher and I say hooray for her
Try to be a little more understanding. Or would you rather
have a fat daughter-in-law?

COATS-SPORTSWEAR-DRESSES

,
rVeryone has a problem. What's yours? For a Personal
reply. Write to MIRY: Box No 69700.
Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, sell-addeessed envelope, please.
For Abby's new booklet. ' What Teen-agers Want to
Know.- send SI to Abigail % an Buren. 132 Lasky Dr.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212 Please enclose • long.
nelladdres,ed. stamped 120in envelope

ENTIRE STOCK
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The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi met for its
regular meeting on January 16.

Yot

Antiques

Saturday, January 25
Hardin Chapter No. 277 Order
of the Eastern Star will meet at
7:30 p.m. for an initiation.

Alateen will meet at the AA
Hall, North Sixth and Walnut
Streets, at seven p. tn.

5un.2:00,5:00,7:050:0111110n.k Tue.7:00,9:00

MURRAY: Bail Air Center
MAYFIELD: On The Square

The Alpha Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
have a luncheon at the club
house at twelve noon with
Mesdames J. D. Rayburn,
Leland Owen, Halene Visher,
Mary Belle Overby, and Edwin
Strotiecker as hostesses.

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby E. Boyd of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their oldest daughter,
Cynthia Marcella, to Larry Laverne Crouse, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Laverne Crouse of Murray Route Eight.
The bride-elect is a 1974 graduate of Murray High School and is
now employed at Johnson's Grocery.
Mr. Crouse is a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is now self employed.
The wedding will be held on Friday, March 14, at seven p.m. at
the Poplar Springs Baptist Church. All friends and relatives are
Invited to attend.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
By University of Kentucky
Agents
Cfoo,
untHyoExm:
is also made from non-porous
Economies
fabrics such as vinyl and
Use an old nylon stocking as a polyurethane. These garments
"laundry bag" to wash baby's may be washable depending on
socks by machine. Put a few their properties and the type of
pairs into the stockings and knot lining or trim used. However,
the open end. You won't have to some must be surface cleaned
grope for small pieces when with a sudsy sponge. Be sure to
unloading the washer. —Mrs. check labels for washability
Dean Roper, Mayfield.
when buying rainwear. —
++ ++++
Mrs. Catherine C. Thompson,
Large pieces of furniture are Hickman.
often necbssary for some
++++++++
functional purpose in a room. At
NEWLY MARRIED? - If so,
times they tend to dominate the have you: - Brought all your
room. At times they tend to valuable papers and records
dominate the room and give a from your parent's home? feeling of being crowded. Changed the beneficiaries on
Careful choosing of a large your insurance policies? piece of furniture will help Changed your maiden name on
eliminate this problem. Choose social security records and
natural wood pieces for paneled card, bank records, driver's
rooms or those painted on license, employment records,
papered in darker colors. car title, stocks and bonds,
Choose a piece for a room with a credit cards, membership cards
light background that is nearest and identification cards in your
the color of the background. In billfold? --Maxine Griffin,
other words, don't choose a Clinton.
large piece of furniture that
contrasts with the background. —Hardin Chapter Of
It only tends to make it look _
larger. —Mrs. Mildred W. OES Plans Meeting
Potts, LaCenter.
Hardin Chapter No, 277 Order
++++++
Have you been noticing the of the Eastern Star will meet
nutrition labeling now aca• Saturday, January 25, at 7:30
peering on many containers? It p.m, at the lodge hall.
An initiation will be held and
is voluntary for most foods and
all members are urged to atis not required on some specific
tend, according to I. W. Barnett,
kinds of foods, such as fresh
secretary.
vegetables, fruits or meats.
However it is now required
when: I. A nutritional claim is Licensed Nurses To
made for the food on the label or
Hold Bake Sale Here
in an advertisement. 2. A
nutrient is added to any
A bake sale will be held
product,even if it is to replace a Saturday, January 25, in front
nutrient lost in processing. 3. A of Corn-Austin on the north side
product involved in interstate of the court square.
commerce. For more inSponsors of the sale will be
formation on nutrition, write Licensed Practical Nurses with
me or call your local Extension the proceeds going to the March
Office. —Mrs.Pat Curtsinger, of Dimes.
Benton.
+++++++
In written English, the most
Though you may not feel quite
like singing in the rain, today's frequently used words are, in
order: the, of, and, to, a, in,
fashion-bright rainwear lifts the that,
is, I, it, for, as. The most
spirits on gloomy wet days. used in conversation
is I.
Treated with water-repellent
finishes, almost all fabrics are
being used, from the traditional
Depression glass
poplins and gabardines to
oil colors
wrinkle resistant knits and even
dressy satins and brocades. The
fact that these coats and jackets
do not mind raindrops classifies
642-4565
them as rainwear. However, the
Hwy 64 I South end 695
fabrics and designs make them
I mile south of Paris, Tenn
sunshinewear, too. An additional advantage is that all-

Sunday, January 2$
DEAR ABBY: About a year ago, my husband found out
Faculty recital of John
he had a malignant tumor. At first the doctor said he
Winter; organ, will be held at
thought it was inoperable, se we both faced the fact that my
three p. m. in the Farrell
--Recital Hall of the nice Doyle- -husbend-wes going to die. He was 36 and was 30, and we
had a four-year-old son.
* Fine Arts Center, MU.
However, the doctor later changed his mind and decided
that he could operate. In the meantime I had already
Monday, January 27
accepted the fact that since my husband was going to die,
a.
Great Books Discussion
my son needed to have a father, and the sooner he came into
'
Group will meet at 7:30 p. m. at
our lives, the sooner I would get over my husband's death.
the Calloway County Public
To make a long story short, I met a man and fell in love with
him.
Library with Robert Hart to
My husband survived the surgery, and it looks like he is
lead the discussion on the book,
going
to be all right.
"Prometheus Bound" by
I
have become very attached to this man and am still
Aeschylus. Any one reading the
seing him. I really love them both and don't know what to
book can join in the discussion.
do. Help me.
ONE MAN TOO MANY

111MCIMILM Own OF IltilfItt,

I_
What re row Pr I

Nurses
on the
square
to the

Miss Cynthia Marcella Boyd

Edward Roberts Presents
Program For The Xi
weather wraps are frequently
washable. Waterproof rainwear Alpha Delta Chapter

Coffee Cup Chatter

McBuromionanderosachei
We call it

Jen

RESTAURANT

Today more and more eating
places specialize in only one kind
of food. That's what makes,Jerry's
so special - especially at dinner
time. It doesn't matter ityou're
hungry for steak or chicken, or
sirloin tips in mushroom gravy, or
maybe even shrimp creole or a
juicy ham steak. Sometimes ther2,
is even saucy lasagna on the menu
and sometimes roast turkey with
all the trimmings. And always there are those green garden
vegetables. You get a selection.
Jerry's Restaurant specializes in

making everybody happy with a
different selection each evening.
Choose from four entrees and
select two vegetables. And for the
same price, pick a soup or appetzer.
Jerry's offers more than one kina
of Itioa -- something for everybody.

Jowls
RESTAURANTS
Variety is the Specialty of the House

South 12th Street

[
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Homy Hutchens Celebrates His 99th Birthday

7.0

Your Individual Horoscope

in Porter Court, Tenn. But next
year's will be the one to
remember.
For Hutchens will be 100
years old on Jan. 10, 1976.
The retired grocery owner
lives with his foster son, G. H
McCuiston, a sergeant with the
Police Department.
Hutchens came to Paris,
The Executive Council of the Tenn., in 1903 with his wife of
Calloway County High School one year, Jennie Lynn Cherry
Chapter of the Future Hutchens. Both Hutchens and
Homemakers of America held a his wife, who died seven years
meeting on Tuesday, January ago, are from Calloway County,
14, at 3:05 p. m. in the home Ky.
"We came from Hazel,"
economics department of the
Hutchens said, "except Hazel
school.
wasn't
there at that time."
Members discussed the
Hutchens went to work for the
program for the upcoming
_meeting. A vote was alsp taken L & N Railroad in Paris and
concerning the combining of the went into t&--groceiry. business
Hero Emblem with the FHA after leaving the railroad
during the 1922 strike.
Emblem.
The Hutchens' only child died
Sponsors for the chapter are
Miss Lucy Forrest and Mrs. of pneumonia at the age of 21
Bess Kerlick.
filbry and Photo
By Rea Kirksey
It was a nice enough birthday
celebration by James Henry
Hutchens last week at his home

Frances Drake

FOR FRIDAY,JANUARY 244/75
Look in the section in which your best mariner—and with
your birthday comes and find confidence.
what your outlook is, according
SCORPIO
to the stars.
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Excellent prospects for
ARIES
general interests, and your
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
special desires—if they are
Ask, if in doubt, but do not within
the realm of pracbecome unsettled at every sign
ticability.
of complexity. In general, hold SA G
IrITARIUS
the line against wavering and (Nov.
23 to Dec. 21)
lack of confidence.
Be cautious in expansion,
TAURUS
promotional efforts. Mostly, do
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:3•147 not force an opinion that may
Planetary aspects now warn
against misleading influences, CAPRICORN
deceit and dubious schemes. Be ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 28) ViO
A period for ACTION! Put all
alert, and counteract with your
innate honesty and good you have into day's endeavors:
Your best thoughts, plans, efjudgment.
forts. Look for the unexpected,
GEMINI
and appreciate all—even the
(May 22 to June 21)
challenges!
Unusual situations will now AQUARIUS
call for top-flight performance. (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Sudden shifts in circumstances
Neither be on the outs with
should not deter you from others nor with yourself, but
pursuing meaningful goals. Just eager and tolerant. Deftly meet
keep Plugging.
punch with punch, talent with
talent.
CANCER
PISCES
(June 22 to July 121) EDO
Slow down for a better look at (Feb. 28 to Mar. 20)
If you REALLY have time for
your involvements. Don't spend
• money before you have--t- but "extras" cm a busy day, take
don't fear a competitive try at than on judiciously. Anchor
---something, nor turn down good your sails to the well-founded,
and meet the competition with
_investments.
enthusiasm.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
YOU BORN TODAY are
Make preliminary plans endowed with a bright insubject to final touch-up an telligence although your
Monday. Thus get the jump on leanings are more to the artime pressures. Exercise tistically creative than the
patience, forethought, no purely intellectual. Your permatter what your schedule.
sonality is an outgoing one and
you can get along with all types
VIRGO
of persons—just as tong as they
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP
are as enthusiastic and
Your ambitious and normally progressive as you are. You
bright, enterprising self can be enjoy writing, stagecraft,
given full rein now. You are in a painting and traveling; can
position to make fine long-range think best in quiet surroundings
plans.
but, when necessary, can make
speedy decisions amidst tumult,
LIBRA
and
in emergencies. Your
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
You may feel disturbed by seemingly rapid conclusions
based
on
some situation, but do not are actually
become discouraged. Examine, knowledge gained in past obcontemplate, but press on, in servations. Protect your
tremendous reserves from
needless
inroads,
your
disposition from anxiety. Birthdate of: Ernest Borgnine, film
star.
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Colloway Council
Of FHA Hos Afoot

Inn Scene
Shrine Meet
The Murray Shrine Club held
its regular social meeting on
Saturday, January 18, at the
University Inn on North Sixteenth Street.
Plans were discussed to have
the club members and their
wives to visit the Lexington Unit
of the Shrine Hospital for
Crippled Children. Each one
present was enthusiastic about
making the trip with the date to
be announced later.
attending
Those
were
Potentate and Mrs. William
Moffett, Mr. and Mrs. James
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Persall, Mr. and Mrs. Freed
Cotham, Mr. and Mrs. Don
Robinson and his mother, Mrs.
Wiggington, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Morris, Mr. and Mrs.
Bub Stacey, Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Norwine, Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow
Mr. and Mrs.
Leroy Todd, Norman Klapp.
and Mrs. Kenneth Jackson.
The next social meeting will
be held on Saturday, February
1, with the place to be announced in the Shrine Club
newsletter.

Some members of the Murray
Area Vocational Education
Chapter
DECA
Center
presented a Gift-Bow Program
to the members of the Sunshine
Homemakers Club on Tuesday.
January 14
DECA
Tabers,
Donna
President, explained the DE
and DECA program and introduced the other DECA
members.
Cindy Bennett, Rita Watkins,
and Rate Kimbro demonstrated
how to make bows and then
distributed ribbon to the
members for their practice. The
meeting was held in the home of
Mrs. Linda Easley.

Glazed Donuts
Coconut Cake

D°1

Friday and Saturday, January 24 8, 25

Sammons'Bakery
Phone 753-5434

and Barbara Howard of
Murray, Kathy Green of Hickman, Cindy Hall of Mayfield,
Brenda Lawrence of Evansville, Ind., Janie Logan,
Sandra Neal, and Sherry Riley
of Hopkinsville, Kent Smith and
Becky Smith of Fulton, and
Marty Wamstad of Paducah.
Following the initiation
ceremony, the Feast of Roses
was held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. Sally
Hamrick, president of the
Alumni Chapter, spoke on
"Greek Unity, Love and Pride."
Awards were presented to
Janice Green as ideal undergraduate and Jeannie Baker
and Brenda Lawrence as ideal
pledges.
The pledge trainer, Cindy
Saunders, and her assistant,
Phyl Platt, were also presented
with sterling silver trays.

Locust Grove
Group Holds
Program Meet

Bryan Staples opened the
service with prayer.

99'
99'

SIMHTS
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OPEN
FRIDAY
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UNTIL 8 p.m.

Open Friday Nights
Until8 p. m.

ENTIRE WINTER COLLECTION!

••• COAT SALE
•••
••s
0

d.............,,

REGULAR VALUES
38.00 TO' 175.00

Short and Gauntlet Lengths

GLOVE SALE

1999 TO

12900

REG. 14.00 TO 17.00

The Locust Grove Church of
the Nazarene Missionary Group
met on Sunday, January 18, for
the regular monthly meeting at
the church, located north of
Kirksey.

Weekend
Special

Open Friday Nights
Until8p. m.

Exciting Winter coats await your selection at Bright's

„t
g

Fourteen Women Are Initiated
_Into Gamma Xi Chapter,
Alpha Gamma Delta

DECA Members
Give Program

Henry Hutchens, who just turned II years of age, spends a quiet
day at home on Porter Court with James Ray Pillow, 3 years old,
the grandson of Hutchens foster eon, G.H. McCniston.

University

MA

The Gamma Xi Chapter of
Alpha Gamma Delta, Murray
State University, recently
Initiated fourteen young women
into the organization.
They are Jeannie Baker of
Greenville, Cheryl DeArmond
of Madisonville, Tara Eissler of
Booneville, Ind., Gingy Flora

months in 1921.
The Hutchens always lived in
the Porter Court area. The
grocery was there and the
Hutchens lived in the 1300 block
of North Market Street.
When his wife died, Hutchens
came to live with Mceinston
and his wife Beulah at 1412
Porter Court. Hutchens raised
McCuiston since he was 10
years old following the death of
McCuiston's mother.
Hutchens has five nieces and
nephews still living, and his
"foster family" consists of the
McCuistons, their two children,
Michael and Barbara Ann, and
a grandson, Jason Ray Pillow.
McCuiston said Hutchens
takes no medication, does not
drink or smoke, and completely
cares for himself. He reads two
newspapers a day and is looking
forward to that big party next
year.

A Dialogue Revival at Any
Cost was presented by Phyllis
Manning and Garlene Towery,
president. The group sang
"Revive Us Again."
The subject, "How To Study
The Bible" was given in seven
different phases—have a Bible
of your own, study prayerfully,
have a definite time, be careful
when reading the Word of God,
read effectively, study and read
perfectly, and also read
reverently
Bro William Doan, pastor,
gave the study lesson on
"Balorvia" In a very impressive manner.

899,01 1 99

on the Court Square. All coats must be cleared to
make room for Spring merchandise. Buy for now or
for next Winter at tremendous savings. ALL styles
have been reduced to clear. SAVE NOW!

Entire Winter Group

_HANDBAGS
REG. 5.00 TO 39.00

50% OFF

ONE AND TWO-PIECE STYLES!

DRESS SALE

Separates and Coordinates

SPORTSWEAR

REGULAR VALUES
26.00 TO 46.00

VALUES TO 48.00

499

2299

All Winter Styles

ROBE SALE

Exciting one and two-piece Fall and Winter

REG, 15.00 TO 35.00

styles in polyester, wools and blends must

899,01 999
Assorted Styles!

KNIT
DRIVING

GLOVES

REG. 5.00 VALUE

399

be cleared inunediately! Save on flattering

ft

Junior, Missy and Half-sizes. BUY NOW!

CURRENT-SEASON STYLES!

SHOE SALE
REGULAR VALUES
18.00 TO 27.00

Daywear and Sleepwrar

LINGERIE SALE

899 AND 1099-1

REG 1.75 TO 30.00

1 49Tol 799

ENTIRE STOCK FALL AND WINTER STYLES
•
Save like never before on these
farnous-name shoe styles. BUY NOW!

•Dressy
*Casual
*Sporty

-?;•"."-•••••••
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Editorial

Congressional Pay
Cut Has Its Merit
"If we ran a business like we rim
this country we'd be fired," Collins
said of his fellow congressmen. And
we agree. Deficit spending by our
nation's lawmakers is one of the
main causes of the current inflationrecession crisis we face each day.
The last budget surplus was in
Collins proposed Tuesday to give
fiscal 1969, which ended June 30,
Congress an incentive to eliminate
1969. If Collins' plan had been in
the budget deficit—and what an
effect since then, the annual
incentive it would be. (We do not
pay would be about
kijowirhis proposal was given-- congressional$20,330 instead of the present $42,500.
tongue-in-cheek or not but even if it
The only congressional pay cuts
was, it still merits serious consince 1789, when congressmen were
sideration.)
paid $6 per day, came during the
He suggested that congressional
Depression of the 1930s, when the
pay be reduced by 10 per cent each
salaries were reduced in two steps
year the federal government spends from $10,000 per year to $8,500.
more than it receives from the
The Congress of the United States
taxpayers. Each year the governmust act responsibly and the elected
ment operates in the black, under
Representatives and Senators must
Collins plan, members of the House
spend our money (yes, it's ours, not
and Senate could claim a one per
- Uncle Sam's) wisely.
cent raise for every $2 billion surThere is no such thing as a free
plus.
lunch.

CPAs-Say-Advance Digging—
Can Lead To Tax Nuggets

Take income,for example. It's not difficult
to calculate what you earned in salary and
wages, since employers are required to
supply those totals on W-2 forms.
But consider just some of the other types of
income, both taxable and nontaxable, there
can be, dividends, interest, tips, tax refunds,
rents, royalties, gambling winnings, prizes,
awards, scholarships, meals and other
payments in kind from an employer, capital
gains, alimony, gifts, inheritances, insurance
proceeds, Social Security and pension
benefits, stock options, unemployment
benefits or sick pay.

Overlooking any additional income can lead
to trouble with the tax collector. Conversely,
overlooking any of the deductible costs incurred can cost you money in overpaid taxes.
So prepare to dig out all the data.
But where do you begin? If you pay by
check, your bank records are a good starting
place. The stubs or canceled checks will
remind you of expenditures, while deposit
receipts will recall items of income that may
have slipped your mind.
Amounts of dividends received, capital
gains or losses and brokers' fees, will be
found in stock market transaction records.
Interest payments or receipts will be listed on
bank statements. Receipts from stores and
service firms can lead to all sort of tax
reductions: grocery, utility and maintenance
bills, for example, can help substantiate that
you provided more than half the support of a
person claimed as a dependent.
As you get involved in the digging process,
you may find yourself developing a sharpened
"tax awareness" — a feeling for less obvious
but very real taxssaving possibilities.
If you pay someone to prepare your tax
return for you, your own thorough
examination of your records is essential to
letting the tax preparer do a better job of
maximizing your tax benefits.

,And when they had seen it. they made known
abroad the saying which was told them concerning
this child. Luke 2:17.
Angels directed the shepherds, and they found the
baby Jesus. If you find Christ, tell somebody! Tell
Everybody!

Between Rock And Hard Place
In The Circuit Clerk's Race

Rep. James M. Collins, R-Texas,
probably did not make many friends
with his fellow congressmen with the
proposal he introduced in the House
Tuesday, but many of the voters
back home will probably see much
merit in the proposal.

This is the third of a series of five articles
on 1974 Federal Income Tax Returns offered
by The Kentucky Society of Certified Public..
Accountants.)
Filling out an income tax return is like
running a race: how well you do will depend
in part on how well you prepare.
Vilhat jogging and pushups do for the runner, digging through personal feria ds does
for the tax preparer. This is true whether you
prepare the return yourself, or have it done
for you. Someone has to uncover all income,
deductible expenses and other data and in
most cases that someone is necessarily the
taxpayer himself.

Bible Thought

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott
I sort of dread local elections. They can put
you In a difficult position sometimes, and if
I'm not careful, I'm going to find myself
between a rock and a hard place in the circuit
court clerk's race which is coming up.
Already we have four announced candidates
for the six-year office in next May 27's
primary election, and they are all good
friends of mine.
First, it was T. C. Collie who mentioned his
candidacy to me one day at Sunday School. T.
C., as you know sells insurance, real estate
and almost anything else along those lines
that you might need. I've known him, kidded
with him, played golf with him and enjoyed
his friendship ever since we moved to
Murray.
Then Dwain Jones stopped me one day on
the street and said he was seriously considering making the race. He said he Was
getting ready to resign his job and campaign
for it full-time. Dwain is a neighbor of ours,
living just around the corner on South 9th, and
he has been in our home on occasions — once
to express his expert opinion on some lousy
carpet we got stuck with.
Then a few mornings ago when we were
taking a badly-needed coffee break at the
office, Joe Tom Erwin announced that Jo
Crams, whom he occasionally takes to the
movies on paydays and escorts to some of the
more prestigious fish fries in the area, was
pistoling on making the race and calmly
threatened: "And I'll skin any of -you who
doesn't vote for her, too!"
The fourth candidate is Mrs. Frances Shea,
a popular secretary around town for many
years, working in the various courthouse
offices and in lawyers' offices. She is working
at the moment in the office of the incumbent,
Circuit Court Clerk James Blalock,
These are all good folks, and any one of
them would make a fine circuit court clerk in
Calloway County. So what does a fellow do?
Mrs. Becky Armstrong, who is secretary to
Dwain McIntosh, assistant director of information and public services at Murray
State and our new University photographer,
Barry Johnson, surely received one of the
most unusual gifts a woman could receive this
past Christmas.
She got a chain saw. It was a gift from her
father-in-law, Johnny Armstrong of Princeton, and she is as thrilled as she can be with

it. Her husband, Darryl, a Murray State
graduate, is reports editor with the Land
Between the Lakes at Golden Pond, and they
live on a beautiful wooded lot in Pirates Cove,
half-way between Hardin and Aurora on
Jonathan Creek.
They have a big fireplace in their home and
have had no problem obtaining firewood.
"Lightning struck and killed one of the big
trees," she says, "and several others have
been pushed over by a bull dozer. We just
have to get them cut up and stacked now."
Looking ahead to the anniversary, Darryl
is probably considering giving
her some
wedges, a sledge hammer and an axe.

According to the London Sun, a thief stole 1,000 contraceptives,
1,500 hormone tablets, 43 sex books and 50 sex aids from a medical
store at Exeter, Devon.( Going away for the week-end, Deane?)
Fuquay-Varina, N.C. — Someone broke into three small
grocery stores Sunday night or early Monday and took an
estimated 1,000 empty soft drink bottles, police said. ''That's all
that appeared lobe missing," a police spokesman said. Victims of
the burglar were Godwin's Grocery, Wheeler's Grocery and
Nast's Grill and Gt osery, police said. Officers said they are
keeping a lookout for anyone who tries to redeem a large number
of bottles, on which the deposit is five cents each. Fuquay-Varina
is about 20 miles south of Raleigh. Times Picayune)

I wonder how many millions of gallons of
good, purified, drinkable water is wasted
every morning and evening across our nation
when we Americans simply brush our teeth
with the faucet open and the water flowing
full blast.
James B. (Uncle Jim) Jordan, retired merchant
Try to imagine the thousands of gallons that of Browns Grove, Calloway County, will celebrate
are wasted right here in Murray every day
and night through this process, and then
his 92/Id birthday on January 26.
multiply it by all the towns the size of Murray
"One of the most efficient persons we have seen is
acorss the country plus all the big, medium
Chester, the cook down at Susie's Cafe. None of the
and small-size cities.
orders are written down, they are just called, and 99
It's a disgrace, isn't it, being so wasteful of
times out of a 100, Chester gets them right," from
a resource which many people of the worldthe column, "Seen & Heard Around Murray" by
would give anything to have in even the most
sparce supply.
James C. Williams.
Wouldn't it be much more sensible if we"
Aloe DeArirfond, age 26, died January 20 at Seattle,
would run a little water on the toothpaste and
-"Wash., after being injured in an accident. Funeral
brush and then brush our teeth with the water
and burial services will be held here on January 27.
turned off. You can brush as hard as you
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds downed
want, for as long as you want and make a
hundred different faces in the mirror if you
Austin Peay 97 to 75 in a basketball game. In high
want and nothing is wasted other than the
school basketball games the Murray High Tigers
faces in the mirror. Once finished brushing, it
beat Fulton 56 to 55 and the Calloway County High
wouldn't take but a cupful of water to rinse
Lakers beat Cuba 59 to 50.
out the brush and complete the cleaning
process by sloshing a bit around in the mouth.
It can be done. I know. I've done it. When a
lot of*us were with the Army during World
War II, living in the field or in the jungles, We
Rayburn Watkins, former employee of the Ledger
learned to brush our teeth with a minimum of
& Times and former Benton editor, will become the
water — generajly only a canteen cup full.
It was precious stuff then, and you could get
new managing director of the Associated Industries
knocked on your can for wasting it. And it
of Kentucky.
soon may be precious stuff for us all. It's
Deaths reported are Calvin Elbert Broach, age 75,
something to think about — this one way of
and J. D. Shroat, Jr., age 37.
conserving one of our most important natural
Rev. Earl Phelps has resigned as pastor of the
resources. Think about it the next time you
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
brush your teeth, and cut the faucet off.

10 Years Ago Today

20 Years Ago Today

The Murray Ledger & Times
Editorials and articles contained on this
page are presented for the purpose of giving a
forum for the exchange of differing opinions
and ideas
Letters to the editor in response to
editorials and opinionated articles are en
couraged The editors reserve the right to
condense or edit letters without changing the
intent of the letter and the right to reject any
letters to ine editor or public voice items

Funny Funny World

Church to accept the pastorate of the First Cumberland Presbyterian Church, Birmingham, Ala,
Robert Young, Calloway County Tax Commissioner, has advertised that the tax books are now
open for listing of real and personal property taxes.
Calloway County Sheriff Brigham Futrell has
released the names for the Jury list for the February
term of Calloway Circuit Court.

OPINION
PAGE

which, in Our opinion, are not in the test in
'erect of our readers
Whenever possible, all letters should be
typewritten and double spaced. All letters
intended tor publication must bear the
signature of the writer.

The Murray Ledger & Times
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Sign Of Maturity'?
The idea that a used car is more
attractive if listed as "previously
owned" seems to be catching. A
second-hand store now advertises
"experienced" furniture. We
might dismiss this as salesmen
playing tricks with words, but
maybe it is a sign that an era of
fast depreciation and planned obsolescence is behind us Even
trash barrels are gaining new dignity as sources of recyclable ma-

terials
We value a dog-eared book all
the more because it has been read
so many times. Maybe more of us
will come to understand why
grandfather felt so comfortable in
his old rocking chair, as "experienced" as it was, and why he kept
puffing on his old and smelly pipe
while new ones gathered dust. Get
rid of that pipe? Of course not. It
was just getting "pre-smoked."

sir

Woiteg L. Apprerson. Prosidesin and Publisher
—
R Can. McCutchoo.,. News Editor
Second Claes Postage Pedal Moray,Ky. 42171.
SilBSCIUPT10/4 RAMS: In arias aimed- by earners; 12111 per
monk
payable up advetce. By mail in Calloway County and to Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield,
Sedalia and Farinington. Ky,
. and Pans, Buchanan and Prryisar, Tenn .
per year By mail to other
destination.122.31 par year.
National Reoresentatives: Wallace Witmer co., 1310
Madison Mc, Mempbta,
To , Time Me Bldg., Be.York;
3tepbenson Bldg_ Dann.
Member of Associated Pr•ss, itiontuar Press
Associatton ond
Southern Newspopsw Publish.," Association

Kidney Donations Needed
By FJ_L Blasingame,
Kidney failure is a major
health hazard. Wider understanding is essential if the public
is to respond appropriately and
to work with the medical profession to brine the benefits of treat
meat to victims of this highly
fatal disease.
The nation is currently faced
with an annual total of 60,000
uremic deaths due to irreversible kidney failure.
Two methods of treatment_
neither totally safe and satisfactory, consist of chronic dialysis
and a transplant of a kidney
from another person.
According to the National
Dialysis Registry of the National
Institutes of Health, about 14,001)
persons now are being maintained on chronic dialysis
several times per week. About 9
per cent of those victims who are
regularly dialyzed die each year
from cardiovascular disease nr
infection.
The number of new persons
who begin regular dialysis is
gradually increasing and is eai•
mated to reach about 10,000 per
year within the next five years
Many of these persons are hoping that they can receive a
kidney transplant. obtain a good
result and he removed from
dialysis and live a normal life
Home dialysis is not only an involved procedure requiring
complicated equipment, but alsi
the financial costs are very high
During the next five years the
number of patients requinno
treatment is estimated to reach
50,000 at an annual expense of Si
billion. much of which is paid fishy Social Security for those eligi
ble for its coverage.
About 8,000 kidney transplants
have been done to date in the

United States, About 2,500 were
carried out last year, and the
number done each year has
been gradually increasing, with
some improvement in the
results Currently, about 75 per
cent of one-year survivors come
from grafts of kidneys frown close
relatives, but only slightly less
than 50 per cent come from nonrelative transplants

levels of sex hormones in the
blood of herein users and addicts
maintained on high doses of
methadone.
United Feature Syndicate

•

'The principal roadblock to
progress is the lack of adequate
donor kidneys. Much more
education of the public is needed
011 how to go about arranging to
donate one's kidneys at death to
those who need them. Ask your
physician about how you might
help.
Q. A 87.year-old woman writes
that she has a soreness on the inside of her cheek, often aRsinCiated with an ulcerated area and
blood blisters, and inquires about
treatment_
A You need to see a dentist or
a physician promptly. While you
may have "shingles- in a nerve,
causing the cheek sorene and
blisters, the cause of the rawness
needs a professional diagnosis If
you have a tooth that is imitating
your cheek, the tooth should be
treated or extracted. At your
age, sores in the mouth that persist should be assumed to he
serious, possibly cancerous, until
proved otherwise. A snail piece
of the raw area may have to be
removed and studied under a
microscope to rule out cancer
Q. Mr. CS. inquires whether
methadone use in fighting heroin
addiction decreases the sex
drive in men.
A. Recent research studies
showed lower than normal

Isn't It The Truth

for

pedal
Buy one Big Quarter Pounder at Regular price of 79'
and get
One FREE!
(Special Good Fri., Sat. & Sun.
January 24,25&26)
Full Quarter pound of 10005/0
pure ground beef on a sesame
seed bun
No coupons

No box Tops - No jingles to write.

want

Come & Get all you

Thanks for
coming
to •••

byCarl Riblet Jr.

Facts of a block-to-block survey on citizenship
have hit, today's daylight ind tomorrow's nightfall
with findings that are not startling at all. Except for
jobholders and office-seekers, the opinion-seekers
can find nobody who loves the government. And
nobody should!

1201 Chestnut

753-1314
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"STEAK HOUSE
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GRECIAN STEAK
HOUSE

641 North

7534419 —

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steaks
For the Finest in
Steak and Seafood
Highway 641 North

Seafood

Hamburger

Chicken

Tenderloin

Sandwiches
Chuckvvagon

Fish

Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

753-4141

Private Breakfast, Luncheons. Dinners

01)9n 7 Days A RNA - 4 p. m.

The Hungry Bear

Trenholm's

Pancake & Barbeque House

1206 Chestnut 753-2997
Best Pizzas in Kentucky Boneless Catfish
Famous Henny Penny Chicken

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Delicious Omelets

753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00

1409 Main St 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Ham & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

— DELIVERY SERVICE —

"Fast Service & Fine Food"

Mon.-Sat. 5 a.m -11 p m. Sun. 8 a.m.-11p m

Change Course and Set Sail For

Fine Italian & American Foods
Private

dining

Extra Thick
Marinated Steaks
iChtidOID On tap

z

BurserChe
10 a.m.-II p.m.

MOTS by Jos....mho.,

NEW CAMDEN HWY.
PARIS, TENN.
PHONE 642-6113

Silvers'
Long John
FISH
n

753-7199

CHIPS

Seafood Shop

Murray and Mayfield
There's more to like at Burger Chef

S. 12th St

Murray

Ph. 753-5267
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Moffett Has Super Game But
Racers Fall To Indiana State
By MIKE BRANDON
Moffett was simply senLedger & Times Sports Editor
sational. Coming from out of
Larry Moffett should do one of nowhere and leaping high in the
two things.
air, the product of Gary, Ind.,
He could try and talk Murray tipped in numerous missed
State Coach Fred Overton into shots during the course of the
scheduling a few more games in game.
And on the boards, he had his
Indiana or the big 6-8
sophomore center might try and name written down on just
persuade his parents to move to about every rebound that fell.
Murray.
But the best part of Moffett's
With his family watching him game was his defense. Time
play for the first time of the and time again in the game,
season, Moffett scored 22 Indiana State would find their
points, pulled down 17 rebounds Mots batted back down as
and blocked eight shots in his Moffett would spring off the
best game of his collegiate floor to reject the attempts.
career.
"Around the basket, he was
But even that wasn't enough just unbelievable on offense,"
as Murray State continued its Racer Coach Freddie Overton
slide by losing an 84-77 contest said.
to Indiana State University
-He's coming every game,
Wednesday night before a slim every game."
crowd of just 3,500 in the
But Moffett wasn't the only
spacious, new 10,000-seat player that had a super game.
HuIrnan Center.
And the other man who played
the great game was the reason
for Murray's loss to the
Sycamores, who earlier in the
season had blown off Eastern
Kentucky 97-70 in Terre Haute.
NASHVILLE I AP(-Frank
And he was 6-0 senior Al
Jones of Tennessee Tech conArmstrong of South Bend, the
tinues to be the Ohio Valley
home of the fighting Irish of
Conference most consistant
Notre Dame. And it's hard to
scorer, OVC•statistics show,
believe the Irish let Armstrong
Jones is averaging 23.8 points
get away from home.
per game, down from last
Coming into the contest,
week's 24.6 average.
Armstrong was averaging just
East Tennessee's Kenny Reynolds remains second and Mur- 8.6 points per game and was
hitting only 40 per cent of his
ray's Jesse Williams is still
field goal attempts.
third. Reynolds is averaging
But against Murray, he
20.9, and Williams 20.5.
pumped in 32 points, 26 of which
Following them are Eastern
came in the first half, and
Kentucky's Carl Brown, 19.9;
Western Kentucky's John Britt, sparked the Sycamores' of17.8; Austin Peay's Charlie fense.
Fishback, 17.5; Western's Mike
In the first half, Murray
Odernns, 16.9; Morehead's Ted
played a zone defense. And for
Hundley, 16.9; Middle TenArmstrong,it was a field day as
nessee's Claude "Sleepy" Tay- he hit nearly everything he shot.
lor, 16.2, and Middle TenMost of the time, he was gunnessee's George Sorrell, 16.1.
ning from 15 to 20 feet although
Three other individual lead- one shot surely was as far away
ers are also the same as last as 35 feet.
week.
But in the second half,
Sorrell leads in rebounding, Overton pulled the zone off and
averaging 13.7 per game. East went to a man-to-man defense,
Tennessee's Robert Brown
leads the league in field goal
percentage with 68 per cent.
Morehead's Mike Kelly is tops
in free throw percentage with
88.9 per cent.

Jones Remains As
Leading Scorer

ISITREILLY TRATFUNNY?-Apparently, Alvin Armstrong 1301 of todiana State thinks little 59 guard Derrick Melvin's defense is something to laugh about. Armstrong, who had 26 points in the
first half and finished with 32, was shut out in the second half by Melvin who guarded Armstrong for
12 minutes.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon

Reserve NFL Player Says He
Met Lady Who Broke Dope Story
By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Solomon Freelon, a reserve
guard with the Houston Oilers,
told The Associated Press
Wednesday night that he met
the woman who claims to have
delivered narcotics to numerous National Football League
players and let her spend a
night in his apartment.
But Freelon said she showed
him no drugs and he accepted
her story that she was a medical researcher from Ghana
studying the relationship of water.pollution to cancer.
"I didn't see any dope and
she didn't have anything that
looked like it carried dope,"
Freelon said. "That never en-

tered my mind because she
seemed too interested in water
poisoning."
Freelon was the first NFL
player to acknowledge publicly
having had any contact with
Rosie Ann Rice, the 19-year-old
woman arrested Jan. 4 in St.
Louis on charges of defrauding
an
innkeeper
and
of
fraudulently using a credit
card, reportedly stolen from
Washington Redskins' defensive
back Ken Hodston.
The
'Louis Globe-Democret repartied in today's edition
That Ken flouston gave the St.
Louis police a statement in
which he, too, acknowledged
having been in contact with
Miss Rice,
Houston said a woman claiming to be from Africa stayed
with him and his wife for two
days in Reston, Va., after
which a pocket caleulator And a
charge card were missing.
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police memo in St. Louis quotes
Miss Rice as saying she was
recruited to transport briefcases containing what she believed to be narcotics to many
NFL cities and that she became familiar with players and
took orders and delivered
drugs.
Police officials and spokesmen for a number of NFL
teams have also refused to
comment on the report or have
denied knowledge of any of the
woman's alleged activities.
Among the teams mentioned
in the police memo are the Oilers, Redskins, St. Louis CardiBASEBALL
nals, San Diego Chargers, DeNEW YORK - Veteran outtroit Lions, Kansas City Chiefs
fielder Bobby Bonds, acquired
and Cincinnati Bengals.
acknowledged from the San Francisco Giants
The
NFL
Wednesday that an investiga- last October in exchange for
tion is being made into these outfielder Bobby Murcer,
allegations but the league has signed a one-year contract with
the New York Yankees.
refused to elaborate.

with 5-9 freshman guard
Derrick Melvin getting the
chore of guarding Armstrong.
And Melvin did just that. For
12 minutes, Melvin stayed all
over Armstrong and for 12
minutes, Armstrong was shut
out. And after Melvin went to
the bench, freshmen Tommy
Wade and Mike Dickens came
in and took turns on Armstrong.
But the damage was already
done. For the Racers had
practically lost the game in the
first half as Armstrong's
shooting seemed to pick up the
Sycamores and demoralize the
Racers.
"Tonight,the zone was not the
answer. It was sort of typical of
the way our season has been.
They were shooting from
where we wanted them to shoot
from, they were not good shots.
"They were mostly all low
percentage shots and we felt
that sooner or later, the law of
averages would swing to us.
That's why we stayed in the
zone instead of going man-toman in the first half."
Only once in the game did the
Racers lead, that being 2-1.
Then Indiana State ran off
nine consecutive points and the
Racers were on their way to
their fourth consecutive loss
and sixth in the past eight
games.
Around the 12-minute mark of
the first half, the Racers were
trailing 21-12 when Overton sent
senior Henry Kinsey and
sophomore Zech Blasingame to
the bench and inserted Steve
Bowers and Jeff Hughes.
Kinsey, who has not scored in
the past two games, did not
return to the court for the rest of
the night.
Bowers and Hughes seemed
to spark the team and about five
minutes later, the Racers
trailed by only two.
But near the end of the half,
Indiana State rallied and pulled
out to a 47-39 lead at intermission.

Houston said he met thec--woman through another who
said her name was Pat, that
she worked for a national
magazine and that the publication wanted to do a story on

Coming out fired up at the The Racers had 22 turnovers
outset of the second half, the while the Sycamores had only
Sycamores pulled out to a big nine.
55-41 cushion.
"We're a prime example of a
But the Racers came back young team. With the exception
with eight consecutive points on of Jesse Williams, we're
a 10-footer by Woolard, a 17- practically playing all freshfooter by Moffett, a layin by men," Overton said.
Woolard and a 10-footer by
Grover Woolard, at times
Jesse Williams and suddenly looking good on offense, scored
with 16:16 left in the game, 20 points while Williams scored
15 and pulled off 11 rebounds.
Murray trailed just 55-49.
And then came Indiana
Murray now falls to an 8-6
State's turn.
mark and will carry a 1-3 league
Seven minutes later, with just record into a home matchup
nine minutes left in the contest, Saturday in the Sports Arena
the Sycamores were coasting against powerful Middle Tenwith a 71-55 bulge.
nessee, the team picked to win
And then, like a pendulum, the Ohio Valley Conference.
the momentum again changed
Meanwhile, Indiana State
and the Racers began to rally. Improves its record to 8-9 and
Murray pulled within five will host Ball State Saturday.
points at 76-71 with 3:39 left in
Murray
the game on Blasingame's 12fra-fga ft-lta rb p tp
footer. And then on the trip
dovmcourt, Moffett went high in J Williams
-I 1-1 11
15
'5-9 04 4
10
the air to bat downs shot but Blasongiune
Moffett
10-15 2-2 17
n
was called for goaltending and W.lard
9-15 2-3 4
29
0-1 0-0 0
0
that was the game for the Kinsey
Hughea
2-5 0-0 2
4
Racers.
Melvin
2-2 0-0 1
0
0-0 00 0
0
Statistically, Murray won the I. Williams
Bowers
2-2 0-0 0
4
game. But statistics don't mean Wade
0-0 0-0 0
0
1-I 0-0 0
2
a whole lot when it comes Dickens
77
36-65 5-6 39
Totals
around to counting wins. •
Indiana Mate
Murray shot .554 for the
contest, hitting on 36 of 65 from
fg-fga ftetta rb pf ty
the field while Indiana State had
3 II
Walla=
AU 34
an even .500 on 39 of 78. In the SI' luck
6-i29-4 8 212
2-6 1-2 6 1_1_
rebounding
department, Ludeks
PiCiihpe
6-7 0-0 2 0 12
Murray had a lopsided 39-24 Armstrong
15-29 1-2 I in
Route
2-6 0-0 2 2 4
lead.
0-0 0-0 0 0 0
But the one department Canada
Totals
39-78 6-7 24 10 64
Murray didn't want to win
MSU
47 37-44
played a big part in the game. ISO
39 38- 7

You Can Still Own at Pre-Inflation Prices
The All New Encyclopeck) Britannica 3
Britannica Junior
The Great Books of the Westerly World
(Special low prices to Educators,Students, and Clergy
For Ilowarwatmlios sod Modgetwisa Tend

Coll or write Dr. E. Larson 753-5964
101$. 1416 St.
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Miss Rice, who has allegedly
passed herself off as a writer,
doctor and medical researcher,
was to undergo a lie detector
test Thursday to evaluate her
story, St. Louis police said.
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THE REJECTOR AGAIN -Larry Moffett (.15i goes high off the
floor and hats down a shot put up by an Indiana State player who
is hidden by the Racers' Jesse Williams 4ti. Also in the picture
for the Racers is Derrick Melvin (O0(.

Morgan, Trevathan & Gunn, Inc.
Insurance—Bonds—Real Estate-108 E. 12th St., Benton

Now Has A Local Number

Joe Garagiola
Lipten to ol' Joe G. I'm gonna tellpoii hew-to-make-the
Dodges. They've got a lot of cal* to move. And they're
deal ofa lifetime on the"Dodge oftheWeek."Right now.
gonna move em.
during the Car Clearance Carnival at the Dodge Boys.
And-even ifyou don't end up buying a new Dodge.
Here's how:
. .•
.
you might.
. end up driving one. Just by entering the
Every week from now till February 16. the Dodge
Dodge Boys'ClearanceSweepstakes.2Each sweepstakes
Boys will pick one gorgeous Dodge as "Dodge of the
winner (and there'll be plenty-so one could be you
Week." Could be a Monaco. A Dart. A Coronet. Even a
gets free use of a brand-new Dodge for one whole year.
pickup or van. Now you huatle down and make the
You've got nothing to lose. You've got nothing to buy.
Dodge toys give you"their ddal on that Dodge. Then,
All you gotta do is come in for full details. .
find out how you collect your check from
e for at
But hurry.. If you're not driving a new Dodge by
least $200. But there's more. 'frade in the right car on.
the end of the Car Clearance Carnival, it won't be the
the "Dodge of the Week," and you get a $100 trade-in
Dodge Boys'faun,.
bonus. That's a total of$3001
,Sorry,only one-Dodge°Min Week-deal per.tAwlowner Retail custom
But there's more to the Car Clearance Carnival
ers only
than "Dodge of the Week" deals. Through February 28,
Sweepstakes ends-February 28. 1975 Vond on Mates when- pnohilded
the Dodge rIoSrs are offering other great deals on oll'75
by law Open only to licensed drovers Is years old or older

For The Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

The Number To Call

7534434

Dodge
AUTHORIZED DEALERS

Jim Fain Motors, Inc.
810 Sycamore - Murray, Ky.

THE
DODGE
BOYS
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Clemson Pulls Major
Upset, Shock 'Terps

vers
only

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
If there's anything to this
meek inheriting the earth stuff,
a case can be made for college
basketball.
"weaker"
so-called
The
teams are rising up with a vengeance this year..
UCLA, North Carolina State
and other longtime dominators
have been brought back to the
field — and Clemson continued
the trend by bouncing 110.1
Maryland 83-82 Wednesday
night.
"When you're No. 3 in the nation, they come after you like
Tigers and that's what Cledison
did tonight," said Maryland
Coach Lefty Driesell. "We got
subpar performances from
some of our players on offense
and defense. But it was a great
win for Clemson. We've just got
to work a little bit harder."
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Clemson's victory underscored the changing balance of
power in the Atlantic Coast
Conference, whose Big Three
through recent years have been
North Carolina State, Maryland
and North Carolina. Those
three bullies have lost a total of
eight games so far this season.
North Carolina State, the de-

to
to

to

JUMPIN'JESSE--Jaider forward Jesse Williams gets high off the floor to pull in a loose ball In a
battle with Geoff Shuck 15 of Indiana State. Racers in the picture include Zach Blasingame (42),
Larry Moffett (151 and Derrick Melvin (001.

Construction Activity Begins
To Pick Up For '76 Olympics
QUEBEC API — Construction activity is picking up at
the site of the 1976 Summer
Olympics and so is a dispute
between two government officials over financing the event.
The work force at the embattled Olympic site in Montreal was boosted to 500
Wednesday as 250 workers
were rehired in an effort to
speed construction for next
year's target date. There were
only 100 at work at the 70,000seat main stadium Tuesday.
Work still was stalled at the
nearby Olympic village site,
however, while pile-driver operators seeking a shorter work
week have been on strike since
last week.
Claude Payette, stadium project director for a construction
Consortium, said work on the

stadium is not back at full
speed but that the work force
should reach 800 by the weekend. Among the 250 rehired
Wednesday were about 25 iron
workers, among 1,200 whose
eight-week strike had stalled
construction at the ill-fated site.
About 125 iron workers were
employed at the Olympic site
before the strike. The Quebec
government ended the strike by
ordering a two-stage,85 cent an
hourly wage increase for all
construction workers in the
province.
While things were looking up
at the Olympic site, Mayor
Jean Drapeau of Montreal and
Quebec Finance Minister Raymond Garneau were at odds in
Quebec over the use of lottery
funds to finance the Games.
Garneau told the Quebec na-

tional assembly that he felt lottery revenue from outside Quebec province should not be used
for anything but administrative
expenses of the Games' organizing committee (COJO). But
Mayor Drapeau suggested a
"loose interpretation" of the
original agreement concerning
use of the funds.
COJO figures released at a
hearing of the standing committee on ritu4ticipa1 affairs
Tuesday showed that lottery
revenue is expected to reach
$200 million. It was originally
estimated at $32 million.
"If COJO ends up with a $200
million surplus in lottery revenue and Montreal cannot use
that money to help pay for construction costs, the situation
would be absurd," said the
mayor.

SOMETHING
FOR NOTHING!
A second year of Buyer Protection
Plan"coverage FREE if you buy a new
74 or 75 AMC Car and take delivery
during January & February

"ALSO FREE"
AnyilMC car sold January 8th through entire showing of
"The Man With The Golden Gun"
We will give ENTIRE family FREE tickets to attend the
Capri or Cheri Theater.

AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLAN:
4. .A Fannie. wrong guaranteeAllen you tray•new 1970 .',Si( car from an Amerkian %nom desk,
0rnerican Motor, Corporation guarantee, to you that. except for
!ire, it slit pan. for tlw repair or replacement of any part It nupplieri
hut in defective in material to nockmannhip Thin guarantee in
al *Xi for IS nItafths fnam the date the car in flent used or 12,000
miks whichever comesfirst Alto,, require la thwt that= be property
maintained and cared G,r under nallTrI81 in,, and s0wIce in the fl/ky
I niter! Stint. or Canada and that guaranteed repairs or replacement,he made In an American Motor% drake
I. A free loaner car born almost every one of our &wk.,if
anantnteed repaint take overnight.
3. Special Trip Interruption Protection
4. And;toll-free her line to AYR Headquarter,

75 Hornet Hatchback X

'75 Matador Coupe
________

- MAKESOUR DEAL
-- UNBEATABLE!

„„,„

'75 Gremlin

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
806 Co/din/cider Rood

Murray Ky

Phone 1')

fending national champion, has
already been beaten twice --including a shocker to Wake
Forest earlier in the year. Just
last weekend, UCLA was taken
by a supposedly weaker Stanford team, leaving just two major unbeatens in the country —
Indiana and Louisville.
Kansas, the nation's 18thranked team, became another
Upset victim along with Maryland Wednesday night. The
Jay ha w Its, who made the
NCAA championship semifinals
last year, were beaten by Iowa
State 96-81. In other action,
Sixth-ranked Alabama turned
back Georgia Tech 37-80 and
No. 14 North Carolina stopped
Virginia 85-70.
Wayne "Tree" Rollins and
Stan Rome combined for 46
points to lead Clemson's upset
of Maryland. Skip Wise sank a
free throw with 11 seconds left
to clinch it for Clemson.
Rollins, a 7-foot center,
scored 24 points and grabbed 17
rebounds, while Rome had 22
points on 10 of 11 shots from
the floor. Rollins led the scoring and rtbounding- for both
teams.
Charles Cleveland scored 26
points, mostly on long jump

(iii lilt t\ I I 111.1 I: ;
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Central Continues To
Lead High School Poll

shots, as Alabama crushed
Georgia Tech. It was the 12th
victory against two defeats for
the Crimson Tide, which has
won six of its last seven games.
With burly Mitch Kupchak
controlling the backboards,
By The Associated Press
with each member of the panel
North Carolina opened a big
Except for a swap between voting for 10 teams in order of
early lead and withstood a Vir- Lexington Lafayette and John- preference.
ginia comeback to beat the son Central, today's Associated
Thus, Central, with 13 first
Cavaliers. Kupchak scored 28 Press Kentucky High School place votes and one for second
points and
15 Basketball Poll's top 10 was the had 139 points, one short of a
grabbed
rebounds. He hit all eight shots same as last week.
perfect score. Male's lowest
in the first half when the Tar
Lafayette, after losing by a vote was for fifth place. The
Heels held leads of up to 20 point to No. 5 Lexington Bryan Bulldogs had 120 points.
points. For the game, the Tar Station, moved up from ninth to
Central, Male and Ballard
Heels shot 65 per cent. Hercle eighth while Johnson Central were the only teams this week
Ivy poured in a career-high 36 dropped to ninth after falling, that were named among the top
points, including 17 of Iowa 57-48, to Prestonsburg.
10 on all 14 ballots. Henry Clay
State's final 21, to power the
Undefeated Louisville Cen- and Bryan Station were on 13
Cyclones past Kansas in a Big tral, 10-0, remained in first of the 14 ballots and Christian
Eight Conference game. Nei- place in the poll of sportswri- County was on 11.
ther team led by more than six ters and sportscasters, receivHere is this week's Associpoints, and the score was tied ing all but one vote as the No. 1 ated Press Kentucky High
12 times, before Ivy went on a team in the state.
School Basketball Poll, with
late rampage and Iowa State
Louisville Male, with the lone first place votes and win-loss
took control of the rebounding first place that Central missed, records in parentheses and
to pull away. Elsewhere, it held down the No. 2 spot with point totals on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3was Syracuse 62, Temple 57; Ballard, 8-0, third ahead of 2-1 basis:
VWanova 88, Cornell 82; Ford- Lexington Henry Clay, 8-2, and
139
1. Central (13) (10-0)
ham 75, Army 67; Pitt 96, Roll- Lexington Bryan Station, 9-2.
J ..- 120
2. Male (1) (9-1)
ins 65; Manhattan 87, St.
The bottom half of the top 10,
105
3. Ballard (&4)
Francis, N.Y., 76; Kansas State in order, includes Christian
94
4. Henry Clay (6-2)
87, Colorado 72; Seton Hall 72, County, 14-1; Warren East, 1074
5. Bryan Station (9-2)
St. John's, N.Y., 67; Jackson- 0; Lexington Lafayette, 11-4;
49
6. Christian Co. (14-1)
ville 87, Hofstra 68 and Boston
Johnson Central, 11-3; and Lex7. Warren East (10-0)
42
College 103, Yale 78.
ington Tates Creek, 9-3.
38
8. Lafayette (11-4)
Richmond Madison, 8-3, and
9. Johnson Central (11-3) 22
Paducah Tilghman, 12-1, each
18
10. Tates Creek 9-3)
got 17 points in the poll, just
Others receiving votes: Madione short of making the top 10. son and Tilghman 17; St. XaLouisville St. Xavier, 16-2, had vier 11; Anderson Co. 7; Knott
11 points.
Central and Prestonsburg 4;
The points are awarded on North Hardin and Wolfe Co. 2;
the basis of 10 for a first place Covington Catholic and Union
vote, nine for second and so on, Co. 1.
ran said. "There have been
some 59s but none officially
--- South Fulton, Tem-,
RAY'S LOUNGE
recognized. McSpaden had a 59
in a pro-am at San Antonio in
1955. Sam Snead shot a 59 at
Every Thursday Nile, We Present:
Greenbrier in 1959. And Gary
Player had a 59 in the Brazilian
Open this season.
Every 4th Fri. & Sat.
I
Every bat Fri, & sat.
"But, to my mind, one of the
greatest rounds was the 63 Milft
ler shot to win the U.S. Open at
Oakmont in 1973 — a great
Open 7: pm— Cover Chg.12 ea.- Close 12: pm
score on a great golf course. I
THE PLACE TO DANCE IN SOUTH FULTON
don't think it will ever be
equalled in the Open."

Miller Has Given Golf
Great Shot In The Arm
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) — Johnny
Miller's sub-par binge in the
year's opening tournaments has
given golf the biggest shot in
the arm since Arnold Palmer
was staging his miracle finishes, and has sent historians
thumbing through their record
books.
"I've never seen anything
like it," said Fred Corcoran. "I
can't get on an elevator without
somebody asking me about Miller's fantastic scoring and wondering if anybody has approached it in the past."
Corcoran is a natural target
for such queries. A big, grayhaired Irishman out of Boston,
he was the man who promoted
the PGA tour into a million-dollar enterprise in the 1940s and
he is currently director of the
'International Golf Association,
sponsor of the World Cup.
"Miller's scoring at Phoenix
and Tucson represents a world
record for 144 holes in major
competition," Corcoran said.
"His 61 at Tucson was the lowest finishing round in history."
Miller won at Phoenix with a
24-under-par 260 and at Tucson
with a 25-under-par 263, finishing 14 and nine strokes, respectively, over his nearest rivals.
"The 49 under par is indisputably a world record for
eight rounds," the golf official
•
added.
Corcoran acknowledged that
there have been feats of similar
magnitude by greats of the
past, although none to match
the two-week stretch by the
stringbean flag-splitter from
San Francisco.
"In 1945, Ben Hogan shot
65-69-63-64-261 in a PGA
tournament at Portland," he
said."Ben was 27 under par and
had a 14-stroke lead over his
nearest rival, Byron Nelson.
"Two weeks later. Nelson
shot 62-68-63-66-259 at Broadmoor in Seattle and won by 13
shots over Jug McSpaden.
"In 1940, Hogan won three 72hole PGA events in two weeks
— at Pinehurst, Greensboro
and Asheville, N.C. — and was
34 under par. Of course, everyone recalls that Nelson won 19
PGA tour events in 1945, eleven
of them in a row, for records
BOWLING
DENVER — Fred Jaskie of
Milwaukee, who rolled one of
the day's two 300 games, averaged 242 for the first 12 games,
totaling 2.904 pins for a 75-pin
lead in the $60,000 Denver Open
Bowling Tournament.
BOXING
NEW YORK -- Joe Louis MU
named -The Man4pf the Half
Century" by the Boking Writers
Association
TENNIS
FourthPHILADELPHIA
seeded Tom Okker of Holland
was eliminated by Vitas Gertilaitis of Howard Reach, N.Y. 46, 7-5, 6-4 in the third round of
the upset-studded $115,000 U.S.
Professional Indoor Tennis
Tournament

that remain unbroken."
Nelson's average score for
120 rounds of golf that year was
68.33, which still stands in the
PGA record book. The PGA 72hole record is 257, shot by Mike
Souchak in 1955 over the easy
Breckenridge public course in
San Antonio, Tex. Mike had a
60, which still stands as the
recognized 18-hole mark and
which he shares with others.
"l'here are courses for
records just as there are ball
parks for home runs," Corco-

"Wolfman and the Pack"

"The Strongbox',

The Choctaw"

January Clearance
We're getting ready for our New Spring triventory and must
clear out some merchandise for more room.
Whits Stag

Orin, Tennis
Tennis I. Golf

Warm-Ups
,13"
1/4 Off

All Others
.Roby
.Add
.Sport Casual .Court King

Gloves

Footballs

50%

Reg.
$17.95

Off

Savings up to $30
King leeks
& Cleckster

4 Cans

Tennis Balls

$ir

$995
Cotton

1-Shirts

Jackets

.Dunlop
.Wilson
.Penn

Bats
$500

Canvas -'10"
Suede - '16"
MacGregor
Official Junior

tip To

SO% Off

Shoe Sale

1974 Model
baseball & SoftbaN

Sweat Shirts
Fraternity & Sorority Jerseys
NFL Football Jerseys

Geed Selection
Baseball & Softball

Itt- converse.

Athletic Shoes
50% Off
Off
Any Pair Socks 504 List Price

Jerseys

Up To

.114141
IA Oft

Good Wattle,

Basketball
;7195 $895

*Court King
iTons 6041111111

•Coort Causal
•WIlsor Red W.

sok, $395

Reg.
97.95

MacGregor
Red-Wkibs & Sloe

Shirts

Shirts

8.9. 523.95

All Colors

Lined & Unlined
Up To

5004

off

1/2

Price

Rocket /WI

Many other sale

Needed

Rackets

items to numerous

Sweat Shirts

So mention

1 2 Price
/

10%

Off

Spalding top.ffigirt

Basketball
Reb.
$42.95
$2995

MocCiritgor Oscar Robinson

Basketball
Reg.
$895
$14.95
11.

Dennison-Hunt Sporting Goods
Chestnut St.

753-81144
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Kelley Gives Morehead Win Over Ball State

Roberts Gets Help In
Bid For Hall Of Fame
NEW YORK (API — When
Robin Roberts pitched for the
Philadelphia Phillies he had the
full support of his teammates.
He had similar backing today
from one of his teammates in
his bid to be elected into Baseball's Hall of Fame.
They ought to ask the players about Robin, more specifically, the hitters, the ones that
played against him and the
ones wbo played with him,"
said former Phils outfielder
Richie Ashburn, prior to the announcement by the Baseball
Writers Association of America
on the results of its balloting
or the Hall of Fame.
"When Robin pitched, that
was the day the bullpen rested
-- he almost always finished
what he started," continued
Ashburn, now a sports columnist for the Philadelphia Bulletin and a broadcaster for the
Phillies.
Ashburn noted that when the
durable, right-handed Roberts
was pitching for Philadelphia
from 1948-61, the National
League was loaded with such
renowned hitters as Stan Mustal, Willie Mays, Hank Aaron,
Ralph Kiner, Roberto Clemente, Ernie Banks and Duke

MOREHEAD, Ky. ( AP) —
The top free throw shooter in
the Ohio Valley Conference,
Morehead's Mike Kelley, was
in typical form Wednesday
night as he led his team to an
81-74 victory over Ball State.
Kelley sank 12 of 12 free
throws on his way to an 18point performance that helped
sink the non-conference visitors.
In other Kentucky college
basketball action Wednesday
night, Indiana State defeated
Murray 84-77, Wright State defeated Northern Kentucky 90-76
and Tennessee State downed

player among the group, and
Kmer and Snider, along with
Roberts and 34 former stars,
were among those the BBWAA
voted upon this year.
Roberts and Kiner, the National League's home run leader or co-leader in each of his
first seven years in the major
leagues with the Pittsburgh Pirates starting in 1946, were considered the prime candidates
for election into the Hall. They
finished third and fourth in last
year's balloting, behind Mantle
and pitcher Whitey Ford.

Kentucky Wesleyan 83-71.
Morehead's victory over Ball
State hadn't been easy, as the
visitors took a 31-29 halftime
lead,
But after a second-half surge
put Morehead on top by 15
points, Ball State tried to catch
up by fouling. The strategy
didn't work as the visitors
fouled Kelley and he was perfect from the line.
The win boosted Morehead's
record to 7-6 overall.
At Terre Haute, Ind., Murray
State committed 22 turnovers in
losing to Indiana State.
Indiana State, led by Al Arm-

first half before falling to Tennessee State last night. Wesleyan, losing its fourth game in as
many starts on the road this —
season, fell to 7-5.
Tonight Louisville travels lo
St. Louis while Georgetown
hosts Bellarmine and Cumber- •
land plays at Carson-Newman.

strong, took an eight-point halftime lead after shooting 60 per
cent in the first half. The Racers could get no closer than
five after intermission.
Murray dropped to 8-6 with
the loss.
Northern Kentucky fell victim to a second-half hot streak
by Wright State, after playing
the Ohio team a close game for
three-fourths of the game.
Jeff Stowers led the Norsemen with 21 points in the losing
effort, which made the team 7-7
for the season.
Kentucky Wesleyan led by as
many as seven points in the

Hembaugh 30,49, Douglas 21-I 5, Dotson 1 0-0 2, Kaufenan 8 3-1 19, Faulkner 12
2-4 26, Holstein 0 0-1 0, White 1 0-1 2,
Fields 0 0-0 0, Spence 1 2-3 4, Suggs 0 2-2
2, Arnett 1 0-01, Kuzma 2 2-2 S. Totals 31
11-11.
U'*HO.it, MI,
Johnaam II 3-4 II, Hey 59.4 a Walla= 7 14 14, Human 2 04 4, Hopson 1 004, Sansbury 43419, Waslungton 4 04 II,
Pearson 09-3 0, Kelley 312-12 IA Hughes

PHILADELPHIA ( AP)
The Philadelphia Flyers took to
the ice Wednesday and lost
$400.
But this time it wasn't National Hockey League President
Clarence Campbell who took
the money from the brawling
Stanley Cup champions.
A sneak thief worked the
team's locker room while the
players worked out at the University of Pennsylvania rink.
Police said Tom Bladon lost
about $150, Rick MacLeish was
victimized for $120, Andre Dupont was $80 poorer, and Orest
Police
And, "Robby dominated the Kindrachtick. lost $50.
was taken.
league in pitching," said Ash- said nothing else
burn.
Musial and the late Clemente
already have been inducted into
the Hall of Fame at Cooperstown, N.Y. Mays and Banks
have not yet been eligible under the rule which states that
players must be retired for five
years before gaining entrance.
By The Associated Press
Aaron is the only still active
Bill Walton is getting used to
playing in the National BasketKIDNEY DANGER SIGNS— ball Association but isn't getBACKACHE,
ting used to losing.
Getting up nights, smarting. leg
The enigmatic center of the
pains may slams imed for • goalie
md to kidney function. FLUSH Portland Trail Blazers had his
n'alt
kidney, REGULATE p
BUKETS 3-t•Ismai-day treatment. best game in the NBA WednesFeel GOOD memo in 12 Sm.'', nr
your 48c bock ist asy drug mmotor. day night, but wasn't happy
NOW .T HOLLANDERUGCO.
with it because of the final re-

Sale!
own
ry
Markd
Janua
ONLY RADIO SHACK CAN BRING YOU
THIS HI-Fl COMPONENT BARGAIW_____
A LITTLE TIGHT—Geoff Shuck 151 of Indiana State, else
played two years ago in the OVC at Tennessee Tech, pulls dawn a
rebound in a battle with Jesse Williams teet and Jeff Hughes 1:4
of Murray State.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)

Bill Walton Scores 25 Points
But Trail Blazers Lose Game
suits.
"We lost," was Walton's only
answer to a reporter's question
about his 25-point, 11-rebound
performance during Portland's
96-94 loss to the Detroit Pistons.
The former UCLA star, who
played in only a few losing
games while in college, has
come down to earth in the pros.

Save energy and money
by using glass baking

SAVE $70

95

ON OUR mon ECIPILLAR___ --REALISTIC 9, AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER
REGULARLY
$199.95

—

31-2057

The Trail Blazers have blazed
no trails this season and Walton
has had problems both on and
off the court in his first pro
year.
Recently back after a protracted absence, the red-haired
rookie is starting to look like
the million dollar baby he's
supposed to be. He played an
excellent defensive game, too.
Wednesday night, giving Detroit center Bob Lanier some
trouble.
Lanier sank a nine-foot turnaround jumper with seven seconds left to give Detroit its victory over Portland. Portland
had battled back from a 79-70
third-quarter deficit mostly on
the shooting of Walton.
Lanier finished with 25 points
and Curtis Rowe also added 25
— his best output of the season.
trod..
Bullets 97, Kings 88
Phil Chanter tossed in 33
points and Elvin Hayes added
11 to pace Washington over
Kansas City-Omaha. Hayes
scored seven points in a threeminute span midway in the final period to help the Bullets
pull away to their 33rd victory
in 46 games.

containers . . . reducing
oven temperature by 25
degrees. Try and see!
It works perfectly . . .

Of course, if you wont to save, the very best tip of all is to open an
account at Peoples Bank. . where savings plans are tailored to your
individual need arid situation. Make regular deposits and watch the
money grow — at the highest interest the law allows

o/BANIC
PEOPLES
MURRAY

KY.

lember RK
Yew lagliIai

and you- can

OF

MARGE IT

C

Al Radio Shack

BUY A COMPLETE
REALISTIC MUSIC SYSTEM
FOR TOTAL STEREO ENJOYMENT!

SAVE
$94.8

Regular Separate
Price

Items394.80

111

29995

• Realistic STA-47 AM-FM Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-1000 Acoustic Suspension Walnut Veneer
Bookshelf Speaker Systems
• Realistic LAB-34 3-Speed Automatic Changer with Base
_ and 137 95 Value _Ellipiical,cartpdge

fc

or C

DEEP PRICE-CLLIS.1111_ MANY OTHER RADia_SHAC-K VECLURniESi

95

Spirits 129, Qs 124
Veteran Freddie I.ewis
scored seven of his 31 points in
overtime and helped the Spirits
of St. Louis rally past San
Diego.

BI

Heighten your stereo
listening pleasure and pocket 35% savings,
Our STA-47 appeals to the most dedicated audiophile with
its magnetic phono input, tape inputs and outputs, tape monitor, loudness, bass
and treble control& Plus headphone iack. lighted tuning meter. color-changing
dial pointer/stereo indicator Built-in Ouatravoxa synthesizes 4-channel sound
Includes 024 95 value walnut veneer case There's only one place you can find it
.. Radio Shack

Celtics 110, Jazz 102
Boston rode the scoring and
rebounding of center Dave
Cowens to victory over New Orleans. Cowens scored 22 points
3-PIECE AM-FM
and grabbed 16 rebounds before
fouling out with 238 remaining
STEREO PHONO SYSTEM
in the game as he led a bakWITH 8-TRACK PLAYER
anced Boston effort that overcame a 34-point, 11-assist perRog.
formance by New Orleans' Pete
169.95
913-1121
Maravich.
Everything you need for great stereo
listening, Tone/balance controls
Colonels 114, Sounds 91
includes dust cover
Artis Gilmore scored 23
points and grabbed 16 rebounds
ARCHER °
to lead Kentucky to an easy
victory over Memphis.
COLOR SUPREME
VHF-UHF-FM
Pacers 120, Nuggets 110
TV ANTENNA
George McGinnis pumped in
43 points and collected 20
rebounds and six assists as Ine,
'Ir
diana beat Denver.

David King
Agency
Insurance
Witlycomore

1797

SAVE s5

SAVE $10

ALL NEW! LOW PROFILE
AM-FM
REALISTIC
DIGITAL CLOCK RADIO
Reg
39.95

FULL-FEATURE BATTERY-AC
CASSETTE RECORDER

3495

Beg 5995
69.95
14425

12-1498

Modern styling for any decor, Features
radio/buzzer alarm, snooze bar sleep
switch

SAVE $31.95
,

One of our best portable& Built-in
condenser mike, total auto-stop. more
With earphone. AC cord

SAVE $5

SAVE $10

—

1114.-ea• ao
0

..---•
..L
15-1601

* Mies if
—

THERE'S AN ANTENNA
FOR YOUR RECEPTION NEEDS
Ranger in Wise
MODEL VHF UHF
12.97
40
60
VU-60
26.97
60
90
vu-90
32.97
90
VU• 100 100
42.97
90
vu-iio 110
51.97
90
V I 50 i 50
'Ranges based on ,<KOption Doe,
t•rrain
flat. noon

OUR OWN MICRONTA °
QUARTZ CRYSTAL
DIGITAL
ELECTRONIC WATCH
Reg $
119-95

88

DIGITAL
ELECTRONIC
ALARM CLOCK
Reg 39 95

Refl. 71.95

63-620

No mechanical parts to wear out'
±-1 minute per year accuracy'

1 0-D I G I T
RADIO SHACK'
DESK
CALCULATOR

495
3
63-810

6995
85-640
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is now licensed to handle all your insurance
needs.

North 12th Extension

To get the best in professional service and advice
Call Today
Life
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Group Insurance for
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American Fairy Tale
Blamed For Suicides

Ten.
sleyin as
this

MILWAUKEE, Wis. (AP)Amy, IS, had always gotten
straight As in school, and her
parents were extremely upset
when she got a B on her report
card.
-If I fail in what I do," Amy
told her parents, "I fail in what
lam."
The message was part of
Amy's suicide note.
Dr. Darold Treffert, director
of the Winnebago Mental
Health Institute at Oshkosh.
Wis places part of the blame
for a sharp increase in teen-age
suicideS On What he calls-:-The
American Fairy' Tale."
He says the number of teenage suicides in the United
States has tripled in the last
decade, to an estimated 30 a
day, and that more than half
the patients in the nation's psychiatric hospitals are under age
21.
He says the "fairy tale" has
five themes: that more posses-
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BEST TIME
OF THE YEAR TO
BUY A

GARDEN
TRACTOR
BECAUSE YOU

SAVE MORE
Phone today:

753-3062
for FREE Catalog
or DEMONSTRATION

Meet
Equipment Co.
503 Walnut

FRANKFORT, Ky. Records of the state Bureau of
Vehicle Regulation's Division of
Motor Vehicle Tax indicate a
growth in trucking operations in
Kentucky during the last six
months of 1974 in comparison to
the same period in 1973.
The 11 cents per gallon motor
fuel tax which heavy equipment
motor carriers more than two
axles) are required to pay on all
fuel consumed in Kentucky
amounted to $2,732,04 during
the period July 1-Dec, 31, 1974.
During the same period in
1973, a slightly lower amount52,434,935-was collected.
The motor fuel tax revenue is
applied to the state road fund.
The 11 cents per gallon motor
fuel tax which the trucking
industry pays is two cents per
gallon more than the driver of a
standard size vehicle pays on
gasoline when fills up his
vehicle at the pump.
The purpose of the higher tax
for the heavy equipment motor
carriers is to pay for the additional maintenance expense
which the heavy equipment
necessitates, according to
Motor Vehicle Tax Director A.
A. Flatt.
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UPSET STOMACH
INDIGESTION
NAUSEA
COMMON DIARRHEA

Mexico

on a beach long enough with
sand enough to build every one of
your dream castles This 7 mile long
stand has everythIng under the son
you're looking for and Gulf Winds'
family-sized apartments on the
beach stretch your
budget to include
more fun for your
vacation dollar.
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Save 48'
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nasal spray
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$

$167

$2.79 Value
SAVE $1.12

36 Tablets
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LIVING DINING
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Iron Vitamins

-

CHILDREN'S ASPIRIN +
NASAL DECONGESTANT
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60 Plus
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1•90.1.11.
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3-oz. Size
$1.39 Value
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ANIMAL SHAPED
Multiple Vitamins

60 Vitamins
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40 Tablets
$1.19 Value
Save 48'

III

Pal's Regular fidi
$2.49 Value

$1°2
BEDROOM

Arthritis
Strength
_Bufferin

_:=

II

at St. Petersburg Beach

1.000 feet of while sandy
beisch, heated swimming
pool, air-conditioned
apartments with kitchenette
Ire. TV. large garden patios
free poolsede lounges and
I,.. parking. Boating.
fishing, nightlile shopping
nearby. Lovely Garden
Room Restaurant and
Lounges on premises
Bank A mericard.
Master Charge accepted
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60 Tablets

FLORIDA
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YET INFORMALLY
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VACATION IN

tZ: Gulf of
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State's Trucking
Operation Growing

OF'THE YEAR
IS THE

=:=

Is

II

sions mean more happiness,
that a person who does or produces more is more important,
that everyone must belong and
identify with some larger
group, that perfect mental
health means no problems and
that a person is abnormal unless constantly happy.
"For some, the American
Fairy Tale ends in suicide or
py.'schiatric hospitals, but for
countless others, it never ends
at all," Treffert said during an
interview Tuesday.
He said millions of Americans are plagued throughout
their lives by a gnawing emptiness or meaninglessness expressed not as a fear of what
may happen to them, but rather as a fear that nothing will
happen to them
He said Americans must stop
evaluating themselves according to what they own or what
they have done and learn to accept and cope with various
mental and emotional problems.
"A whole generation has
come to feel that it is un-American to experience any of these
emotions," he said.
He says parents should avoid
trying to make their children
_live up to the standards of the
"fairy tale," and treat them as
individuals, as people rather
than possessions.
Treffert, who says he has
been Involved in suicide cases
with children as young as 11,
said parents should not try to
push their children into doing
certain accepted things.
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Families Needed For
'Problem' Children
FRANKFORT, Ky.. — It's a -unique" the case of Patti, a
kard, cold fact, but children four-year-old of black-white
With problems do not have the parentage. In her short life, she
appeal of normal children has experienced
several
available for adoption, ac- hospitalizations and has stayed
cording to Jerry 13. Hissong, in a convalescent home while
commissioner, Bureau for the harelip and cleft palate she
Social Services, Department for
was born with were repaired. In
Human Resources.
addition, she has lived in
While the number of families several foster homes. The lack
wanting 1,0 adopt a child has
of constant love, stimulation
increased steadily, they have
and training has resulted in a
not always wanted the children
very withdrawn Little girl who
who are available. Those
looks and behaves like a child of
to adopt a healthy intwo. Hissong points out that
nt under school age of any
Patti needs a family who can
ce are in for a long wait —
provide much love and
from three to five years.
discipline without expecting an
-Adoption-lias-beeeniele popular i,iuiamnitigta etur t of tine -and
action, evidence of a growing
developmental progress.
concern for the population
While there are more than
explosion. It also has become a
3,000 children in the bureau's
more difficult goal for many
foster care program across the
Kentucky families to achieve.
state, a need for additional
- "We are preparing new ap- foster care homes for children
plicants for this wait," said
with special needs still exists.
Plissong. "There are more than
These children live in private
1,000 families who have already
homes as part of the family, the
been approved. They are being foster parents receiving a
advised of the wait and being subsidy from the state.
given
information
about
Hissong emphasized that the
ehildren who need foster homes
goal of the foster care program
immediately."
is to find families for children
'The waiting and perhaps
and not find children for
unwanted children are those of
families.
all ages with medical, mental or
emotional problems; those who
are over eight years of age:
those with siblings from which
they should not be separated;
and older black and racially
Mixed children.
"We do not need foster
learents for babies," ComMissioner Hissong said. -We
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The
need homes for those children
Whose needs are unique." He Kentucky Heritage Commission
gave as an illustration of voted to expand and formalize
the services provided to communities by the agency during a
recent meeting held in Frankfort, Kentucky. A conference, to
be held later this year, also was
January 20, 1975
approved.
Adults 132
The newly formed goals and
Nursery 2
objectives committee, chaired
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Boy Hodges mother by Judge Bruce Ferguson of
Burlington, reported to the
Carol J.), Rt. 2, Hazel.
commission
recomits
DISMISSALS
Miss Doris L Sutton, Rt. 1- mendation for utilizing the Area
Box 155, Dexter, Mrs. Phyllis K. Development Districts I ADD)
/Cain, Rt. 6, Box 175, Murray, in an effort to assist comMrs. Dorothy L. McCann, Rt. 1, munities with their historic
Kirksey, Mrs. Thelma Stacey, preservation projects. Mrs.
206 Moore, Clinton, Mrs. Mary Eldred Melton, executive
L. Rogers and Baby Boy, 900 N. director of the Kentucky
lath., Murray, Mrs. Catherine Heritage Commission, exAnn Downing and Baby Boy,613 plained that the ADDs have a
E. 12th., Benton, Mrs. Inees place on their boards for a
Gale Henson and Baby Boy, Rt. historic preservationist. Only
5, Benton, Mrs. Judy R. Ed- one district, the Buffalo Trace
monson and Baby Boy, Rt. 2, district, has a historic
Cadiz, Mrs. Deborah K. Bell preservationist on its board.
meeting, two
At the
and Baby Boy, 403 S. 10th.,
Murray, Robert Henry Ross, representatives of the federal
Rt. 1, Dexter, Mrs. Betty J. Community Development
Williams,. Rt.. , 1-,Box 141, Agency, Ben Cook and Joe
Murray, Mrs. Mari, J. Swann, Engtish, talked shoat federal
1710 Ryan, Murray, Mrs. funds available through their
Gordon E. Caffitytm, Fern organization—funds that can be
Terrace, Murray, Mrs. Bertie used in the restoration of
Waggoner, 900 Olive St., historic homes. Buildings
Murray, Mrs. Audye A. Pur- receiving the funds do not have
darn, 309 North 10th., Murray. to be on the National Register of
Historic Places. If they are,
however, community
development funds can be used
as matching funds for federal
monies received from the
National Park Service. If the
New clinical tests completed at a
maior university hospital prove that the
buildings are not on the
ODRINEX Plan will help you lose
National Register, special
excess weight quickly
application must be made to the
ODRINEX contains an amazing
federal Community Develophunger tamer that suppresses the
appetite Enjoy three good meals a day
ment Agency office.
as the tiny ODRINEX tablet auto,
The commission approved the
matically helps you eat less without
formulation of a legislative
being hungry With fewer calories your
weight goes down. Site taken as
affairs committee which will
directed - will not make you nervous
work with legislation affecting
Look better feel better as you start
all areas of the Kentucky
slimming down today with ODRINEX
Heritage Commission program.
Satistacticn guaranteed or money hack
A goals and objectives conference, scheduled for later this
year, is being planned for
everyone interested in historic
preservation in Kentucky.
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Commission °To
Expand Service
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ElectiiiTtlanicets

REG.
52e

Luxurious automatic electric blankets by St. Mary's.
Easy care 80% Polyester, 20% Acrylic. Totally machine
washable. Lovely all around nylon binding with
convertible fitted corners. Rich decorator colors. Single
control.

TOWELS
• se
• ei ;

.11

.‘e
tallia‘V
-- cliks

ftirtf

4, 4i

Slig

Prevents Valve
Sticking & Clatter. . .

Totalliy Reversible - Fit
5/8' & 13/16"Plugs

MARVEL SPARK PLUG
yster OIL SOCKETS
• BLINK&
LOW
PRICE

Pamper your skin with incredibly soft bath
_ _towels from Roses. AU 22"144" of easy care
".

cotton. Make your choice from bold, richlooking solids, stripes, prints or fancies.

Extends life of crankcase oils and
prevents valve sticking and clatter.
Easier winter starts. 16-fl. oz.

For The Best Shave
Ever... Package of5

Super Stainless
BLADES
REC.
7 1.•

Reversible spark plug sockets that
fit both standard spark plugs. Fits
51" and 13/16" plugs.

THE PHANTOM

1

This 45 RPM carrying case allows you to take your
records with you. It s handy and convenient to
carry. Holds up to 50 records.

Fits Conveniently . . . Holds
12 Eight-Track Tapes . . .

AUTO BUTLER
TAPE CARRIER

Auto Butler Tape Carrier fits as a car floor
mount or as a free standing mount. Made
of high impact plastic. Keeps tapes free
from dust, holds 12 eight-track tapes.

lIl

0.;

\\4

I ii‘i \\(

ROSES Offers You OUTSTANDING
SAVINGS On"ALL" AlbutnsteTapes

20% OFF
10% OFF

ON ALL EIGHT
TRACK TAPES

On "ALL" Of Our Regular
STOCK!! -
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Complete
Selection

Of Clearance Merchandise!
Childrens Wear Ladies Wear
Men's Wear

I ‘.)%i11iiJ-I I*im

ON ALL 331/3
ALBUMS

I I I! ‘I '"CI

$1 00 & $200 Ira°

1

ma Reduced for Clearance
ANAVIII

se

To acquire the best shaves ever,
use Gillette's Super Stainless
Blades. Package of 5. limit 3.

88-

EA:.
2.88

z
°
0

EACH

45 RPM RECORD
CARRYING CASE

We'll trade for anything you
have got ner‘e enough to
bring up here. . . cattle,
boats,furniture, etc.

Covet Square

52 R
San
545
cl
Ti
sl
56 S
13
1 E.

1

Handy & Convenient To Carry .. .
Holds Up To 50 Records . . .

That's Right!

4

88c

REG.
1.27

Starting today we will take
trade-ins.

Murray Furniture Mart

Box of 12 deliciously creme filled
cakes made by "Bakers Best".
Choose from raisin, oatmeal or
devil food. All individually wrapped
and made with pure vegetable
shortening.

BATH SIZE

old

9.5 Mon Fri.
97 Sot

68a

SI

35 0
36 B.
la
38 TI
438 7
401-i
41 7
Si
43
al
44 SA
48 C
488
51 G

22"x44" Cotton

Murray Furniture
Mart

Your bring it and we'll will
trade

88

Oatmeal,
Devil Food
Raisin
CAKES

31 M
P.
33 M
oi
34 IA

Incredibly Soft In
Bold, Rich-looking
Solids, Stripes, Prints
Or Fancies. ..

LOSE WEIGHT
FAST

with

1

REG.
17.94

Create almost anything with Aunt Lydia's rug yarn.
Great for crocheted or knitted bags, hats, slippers,
pot holders and hot plate mats. 70-yds. per 2.5-oz.
net wt. skein. 75% Rayon, 25% Cotton.

Hospital Report

The New Store
fashioned ways!

Individually
Wrapped . ..

Automatically Adjusts To
Changes in Room- Temperature . .

House Shoes, Scuffs,
Ladies Shoes, etc.

Wigs
$200
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State Association Of Counties Officially Opens Doors Wednesday
FRANKFORT Ky. (AP)—
Gov, Julian Carroll has told a
newly formed group representing all of Kentucky's elected officials that it would assure the
legislature gives high priority
to its wants.
"Many conflicts in the general assembly could have been
solved if you had had an organization like this ( beforel," Carroll told the group Wednesday
as it opened its headquarters
here. The headquarters are in
the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce building.

The organization, called Ken- said Kentucky is the 43rd state
tucky Association of Counties, to have such a group.
or fCACO, is a confederation of
Membership is attained by
the eight associations repre- paying dues to the association
senting the elective county offi- according to each county's popcials separately. Those are for ulation.
court judges, county clerks,
Carter County Clerk Gene
circuit court clerks, property Cline, who is a Democratic canvaluation administrators, Jai- didate for Clerk of the Court of
lers, sheriffs, county attorneys Appeals, is vice president of
and commonwealth attorneys. the association.
Fayette County Judge Robert
Carroll announced he was alStephens, president of the new locating ;36,100, presumably
organization, said more than 90 from his contingency fund, to
Kentucky counties already have pay for the county officials
joined the confederation. He Compensation Fund created—
but not funded—by the 1974.
General Assembly.
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
Crossword Puzzler
"Your representatives in that
ACROSS
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I KNELL) I HEARD A
NOISE! I KNEW SOMEONE _
li.145' IN THE HOUSE!

State Auditor Mary Louise
Foust, who has announced as a
Democratic candidate for governor this year. But Jefferson
County Judge Todd Hollenbach,
who also announced for that
race, was absent.
Carroll is regarded as a certam candidate for a full four..
M

Su r rofessor
n
ren Article
For Publication

y
To

Carl Rogers, associate
professor of music at Murray
State University, has been
asked to write an article for the
forthcoming new edition of the
world-fimoul "Grove's Dicand
Music
tionary
of
Musicians." —
Published by the Macmillan
London,
Company
in
"Grove's," as it is commonly
called, is the most distinguished
and respected encyclopedia of
music in the English-speaking
world. Since the first edition in
1679, It has been enlarged to
encompass 10 volumes in the
current fifth edition.
Rogers' article will be concerned with the life and works
of Alfred H. Pease, a 19th
century American pianist and
composer. Rogers said the fact
that the article is being included
In "Grove's" is an indication of
recent upsurge of scholarly
Interest in the history of
American music generally.
Currently a candidate for the
Doctor of Musical Arts degree
at the University of lilinois,
Rogers is writing his dissertation on that increase in interest.
Ftogers, a member of the
faculty at Murray State since
1961, is well-known as a singer
and clinician in the South and
Midwest. He earned both the B.
M. and M. M. degrees at North
Texas State University.

women workers-it---a
20 per cent less
WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Women generally earn 20 per
cent less for equivalent lobs
than men, according to the
President's Council of Economic Advisers.
Of all women working full
tame in 1973, only hall earned
at least 65,933, a figure slightly more than half of the
$10,202 median earnings of
men working full time. — CNS

DRA6 HIM OVER HERE OW
THE WATERBED, AND I'LL
BiTE HIM ON Tf4E LE'S!
-vas-

SNOOPY,6ET UP! A
BURGLAR STOLE
OUR TV SET!!

4

THE PHANTOM

HE LEPT NER
BECAUSE SHE
TALKED
TOO MUCH

014,DEAR
BEGINNING TO FEEL
LEFT
FOOLISH
IN SUCH A RUSH
TO GET HERE.,.

I ASSUMED
HE'D GET MY
CABLE TO
MEET ME
HERE

BUT MAYBE HE DIDN'T GET
IT-WAS OFF ON A TRIP-OR
THE MAIL ECT LOST,OR

year term as governor but has
not yet announced.
Officials on hand who already
have announced, or appear
about to announce, as Demo- 2. Notice
cratic candidates for lieutenant
governor included Atty. Gen.
Are you having trouble _
Ed Hancock, Secretary of State
finding the tape, eibum
Thelma Stovall, State Sen. Wilor 45 records you
liam Sullivan, 0-Henderson,
want? We hove the top
and Stephens. Pike County
20 hits each we
Judge Wayne Rutherford, who
as
listed in Eli board
also has said he will run for
lieutenant governor as a DemoTV Service
crat, was reported ill and was
Center
not present.
among sowan.aw Parr
Other state officials there
PP•an•
were State Treasurer Drexell
Davis, an announced candidate
for secretary of state, and Agri- DON'T KNOW where to turn?
Try NEEDLINE. Dial NEED
culture Commissioner Wendell
753-6333,
Butter

f
2 Notice

WANT ADS

Escapee Is Captured Without
Struggle; Hostages Unharmed
LONDON, Ont.(AP) — Donald Wayne Cline, a 22-year-old
escaped convict who took four
children hostage on Tuesday
and fled Wednesday with $10,in ransom, was captured
without a struggle early today
in London's residential area.
Police armed with rifles and
tear gas surrounded a house
into which Cline fled after releasing the last of the four children. The young man was
heavily armed, but police said
he gave up without a fight.
The police said Cline escaped
from a penitentiary last October while serving a 414-year
term for armed robbery. But to
his four young hostages he was
"Uncle Wayne," their frequent
babysitter, and one of them
was named for him.
Cline went to the farmhouse
home of George and Donna
Field in Thamesford, about 15
miles east of London, shortly
after four men held up a food
store in the town Tuesday
afternoon. Mrs. Field was at
home with her youngest son,
David, 4. Robert, 11-year-old
Donny and their sister Kim, 7,
later came home from school.
Two police officers investigating the robbery came to
the house. Cline confronted
them and disarmed them. One
policeman escaped, and the
other was released. Police
'quickly ringed the house, and
Cline let Mrs. Field out to talk

Hazel
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Family
Recreation
Room

Is

2 Notice
FEEL LONELY? Depressed'
Dial
NEED
753-6333
NEEDLINE.
1/0

Youth Shop
Many Sale hears*

Spnng Moe-rhombus Arroving

hI

— Opening —
Friday, Jan. 24
at 4:00 p.a.
"Spend Your
Leisure Time
With Us"

to them.
Negotiating by phone, the police agreed to give the young
man $10,000 and an unmarked
police car in exchange for the
Black and White
freedom of the three younger children. He freed the three.,
Of
children Wednesday afternoonl
Color
was joined by his girl friend,
Gall Guest, and another
and drove off with Robert.
,
Passports,
Police radio cars and helict
phcation and Ittenf:—
tars tailed the car into Toronto,
tification Pictures.
about 100 miles northeast of
London, where Cline fired two
Copies of Old
shots at a police cruiser and orPhotographs, CAI 753dered it to stop following him.
2342 for appoints'./rt.
"I'll shoot the kid!" he warned.
The police said they lifted
their surveillance shortly after
and lost track of the car, which .
was last seen heading back toward London. The next report
503 Poplar St.
was that Robert had been
turned over to authorities by a
man known only as Red.
"I knew
Uncle Wayne
wouldn't hurt us," said young
Donald, who according to his
ADVERTISING _
mother is named for Cline.
DEADLINES
The children's father said he
All display ads, classified
had known Cline "since he was
display
and
regular
knee high to a grasshopper."
display, must be submitted
"We didn't think we were goby 12 noon, the day before
ing to get hurt," said Kim.
publication.
She said the youngsters went
All reader classifieds
to bed Tuesday night after
must be submitted by 4
watching television but did not
p.m. the day before
sleep.
publication.
"I wasn't scared, but my
little brother was," she said.
wia01146111111111111111111111111111111111nellaWillak

PORTRAITS

Love's Studio

3 Card Of Thanks
THE FAMILY of Andrew
Taylor wishes to express our
sincere thanks and appreciation to our many friends
and relatives for the kindness
extended to us during the
death of our loved one, Andrew
Taylor.
A special thanks to the
hospital staff and Dr. Hutson
in their effort to save his Life.
To Rev, Heyward Roberts for
the comforting words, to the
Tilghman Barrow quartet, the
pallbearers and those who sent
flowers and food. To the Max
H.Churchill Funeral Home for
their kindness in the last
hours.
May God bless each of you in
hour of need.
_ The family
WE, THE family of Oct.
Geurin, wish to express our
appreciation to all her many
friends for the many kindnesses and visits throughout
the years and especially
during her long illness when
she appreciated each visit so
very much.
We want to thank Dr. Charles
Clark and the nurses and staff
at the Westview Nursing
Home. Also the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home and the ones
who served as pallbearers.
We are so grateful to Bro.
Newberry and Bro. Riley for
their words of comfort and to
all for the beautiful flowers,
food, and the cards of sympathy.
Each act of kindness will long
be remembered.
May God bless each of you.
The sister and brother,
Mrs. Goldie Holland
Ocus Carraway
Nieces and Nephews

If Rover didn't retrieve your
newspaper-last--night maybe he
couldn't find it - maybelt wasn't 1
,
there. Don't blame him!

CALL US!

IT'5 A VERY
FINE BAG-

856
857

858
859

We know how much you rely on our dependability. Because no one
person can possibly be present everywhere his interests are involved we are there to serve you. Your newspaper makes a big difference in
... by showing and telling you what's going on. And
your life everyday.
we know you depend on us!

860

Fof these reasons we strive to successfully deliver your newspaper
everyday - but sometimes we fail. If this happens, remember, don't
blame Rover. We'll do all we can to keep him out of the dog house.

CALL US!
BEETLE BAILEY

W

SO4M.
EtehJnd Peoples Book)

Subscribers who have not received
their newspaper by 5:30 p.m. should call
753-1916 between 5:30 p.m. and 6 p.m.
for prompt delivery.

The Murray
Ledger &
Times
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3. Card Of Thanks

12. Insurance

WE WISH to express our deep
appreciation and thanks for
the many acts of kindness
during the illness and death of
my wife and mother of
children. Special thanks to
donors of flowers and food.
And to Dr. Marquardt for his
untiring efforts. Rev. Richard
Drew for his consoling words
of concern. Also Rev. Charles
Timberlake, The Rutledge
Funeral Home, and to all
friends and relatives for their
prayers and devotion.
May God's richest blessings
rest upon each of you is our
prayer.
James K. Walls and Sons

16.

KITCHEN TABLE and chairs,
good condition. $25.00. 753-6602
or 753-3570.

If you're a
good driver,
I can
probably
save you
money on car
insurance.

17. Vacuum Cleaners
EXTENDED CHRISTMAS Sale
through January 1975. New
Kirby Vacuums, $199.95.
ving on 160. Never priced
this low before. Pay in 90 days,
same as cash. Call Kirby Sales
& Service, 500 Maple Street,
753-0359.

19. Farm Equipment

5 Lost And Found

_
The sooner you call,
the sooner you sere,

LOST DIAMOND ring in
University gym area. Reward.
Call .753-9775 after 4:00 p.

Ramie Ross
75

210 E. Main
Phone 753-0489

14. Want To Buy

LOST: WRIST watch. Call 7533714.

6. Help Wanted
TEXAS OIL Company needs
dependable man who can work
without supervision in Murray
area. Contact customers. Ag4
unimportant, but maturity is.
We train. Airmail G. 0. Dick,
Pres., Southwestern
Petroleum, Box 789, Ft
Worth, Tx, 76101.
BABYSITTER WANTED in my
home Monday through Friday.
8 a. m.-5 p. m. Call 753-4793
after 5:30 p. m.

SMALL FARM tractors, running or not. Also buying
equipment. Call 753-9573 after
6 p.m.

WANT TO buy rounded top
trunk. Old or New. Good
Condition. Call 527-8273

Steak Haase

15. Articles For Sale

g PRECUT, PICTURE frames,
5 ready to assemble, assorted
sizes. Murray Lumber Co.
•
•

Olympic Plaza

TREATED FENCE posts. Also
treated barn poles and lumber. 5 x 5s and long lengths.
Poplar Bluff Treating Co.,
Highway 60 West, 314-998-2555
or 314-785-0700.

t

20.

Sports Equipment

NEW COLT Detective SpeceaL
$110. Call 753-8964.

22 Mospral
UNIVOX AND Guitar. Also
Gibson amplifier, Like new.
$180. Call 753-0827.
SONOR FIVE piece drum set,
excellent condition. Reynolds
cornet. Also almost new White
electronic metal detector, not
---been used much. 492-8374.

For tete
NEEDED-SOMEONE to sell
Watkins Products. Call 7535550.
BABYSTITER IN my home 12-4
p. m. week days. Call 753-7119
after 5 p. m.

WANTED
CashierHostess

tep desk
frocrotory desk
Gelis Is tubas
Gem mock nicker

P4130
,
40

WE* WI

Tea arts few

akeeits

Robert Cohn
Ratios's Shop
4 rMIif* South of Murrcry on Hwy.
641
Phone 492 8714

apply in Porsor At

LADY WANTS housework or
caring for the elderly. 7534306.

10. Business Opportunity

24.

•r Csebisetiita awl
yperlyiesid.
Steady work, fringe benefit,
and good pay plan. Former Murry
man.. body shop manager.
_Cornea lie Barry, Ilerlb Cas
NeiI.
allibmaylle.
47431, PiMies 121'7870.

Oil, rustic, walnut
colored molding for
framing

anything.

2
/
1
2
"wide
$175

ht.

Whils it lays

flre05alferg

prerat• *twit Is ,snowy..
yew Cassis Alettes TV, It Is still
effect sod ow Pm yes wows.

TV Service
Center
Phone 753-5865
'..entral Shopping
Center

FIREWOOD FOR sale. Free
delivery within 24 hours. Call
436-5410.

10% off
All Merchandise

€1... to 9 a.m.
Starks Hardware

17th 8 Poplor

26. TV-Radio
es" MOTOROLA console, needs
some work. Call

436-5507.

KROELER COUCH, makes into
bed, good condition. 1015
Sharp Street. Call 753-2451.
HOT POINT dryer in excellent
condition. Call 753-2215.
GOLD MEDITERRANEAN
couch, 2 months old 753-3293.

SALES LADY
Prefer a person with some shoe selling experience. Full-time
employment. Good salary, working conditions and fringe
benefits. Apply in person at:

Court main

Murray
Kentucky

FURNISHED. LARGE kitchen,
bath, living room-bedroom
combination. $100 monthly.
Call 753-8175, after 5 p. m. on
weekends call 753-4707.
TWO BEDROO( duplex
apartment. Call 753-7850.
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
710,
2 Poplar. $110 monthly. All
utilities furnished. 753-7915.
ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment, all electric, real
nice, close to university.
Available February 1. 753-4478
or 753-6199.

12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric,
central
airconditioning and heating,
$3000 or best offer. See at No.
31 Grogan Mobile Homes
Highway 941.

29 Mobile Home Rentals

Close-Out Sale
1/3 off

10 x 52 TWO BEDROOM. Large
private lot. $65 per month. Call
489-2204.

All Wallpaper
In Stock

Hughes Paint
Store

NEW TWO bedroom mobile
home, all electric, water and
garbage pickup furnished. $50
deposit. $125 monthly. 753-2377
or 753-8921.

32. Apartments For Rent

751-3611

MAKE YOUR garden grow.
of
consisting
Compost
decomposed bark, lime for
gardens and lawns, sawmill
lumber. Sawmill Products Co.,
at old Murray Sawmill. One
mile east on 94. 753-4147.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale. Pick
up or deliver. Call 354-8585.
OAK FIREWOOD. 812.50 per
rick delivered. Call 436-2315.
OAK FIREWOOD for sale.
$12.50 per rick, delivered. 4362315.
Alft+CLEANER
11NE
Micronaire, Model P-500) as
needed and recommended for
allergy patients. Same as new,
perfect condition. Bargain
priced. Call-4924702.
ADDING
REMINGTON
machine. $25. Typewriter
stand, $10. 753-6324

MURRAY MANOR - all new,
all electric, unfurnished one
and two bedroom apartments.
On Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
THREE ROOM garage aaartment, water paid.$75 monthly.
Available February 1 or
earlier. 753-8165 after 9 p. m.
DUPLEX 2 bedroom, garbage
disposal, dishwasher, 1310
Duguid Drive. Call 753-1262 or
753-7154.

FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Estates Mobile Home Parks.
Spaces and homes for families
1972 12 x 65 SCHULTZ mobile
only. Small Parks. Superior
home,
furnished,
two
accomodations, exclusive
bedroom, den, living room, residential. area. South 16th
central heat and air, washer
Street. Phone 752-3855.
and dryer, awning, and TV
tower. Excellent condition.
For Rent
Call evenings after 6. Monday
am. Want 2 Maim torso her
and Wednesday after 9 p.m.
dew 41616.18,1 a Pris
753-0584.
Plow 753-5865 6m. 753-5105
after 5 aroma on Sonde
1969 12 x 50 two bedroom, all
electric, dishwasher, airconditioner, underpinning, NICE ONE bedroom furnished
good condition. 489-24116.
apartment, electric heat, airconditioned, garbage disposal.
/965 THREE BEDROOM,
753-7861 or 753-5079.
bath, 12 x 60. Call 492-8248 or
498-8210 after S.
34. Houses For Rent

Miscellaneous

16. Home Furnishinks
MAPLE DINETTE set table
and chairs with two leaves,
like new. 753-8507 after 5.

32. Apartments For Rent

27, Mobile Home Sales

TWO BEDROOM, all electric
10 x 50. Room for garden
165.00 per month. Call 489-2595

,Loed *are

•:qmiNANTEUlme

Square

nier. of ye who hires tts• II yew

Special

813 Coldveofar Rd

WANTED-COUPLES over 20
interested in extra income,
MOO to 14300 monthly possible,
10 to 15 hours a week .
Management experience
helpful but not necessary. 7533763
METAL MAN

-BALDWIN
PIANOS
and
'organs. Rent to purchase plan.
Lonardo Piano Company,
across from Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee and the
Antique Mall, 4th & Sycamore
Murray, Ky.

PIANO TUNING, repair and
4 rebuilding, prompt service.
Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
IANTIQUE TRUNK and antique Dyer 753-8911.
sewing machine. Call 753-0060

Jerry's
Restaurant
s.et. 1291. Street

Just
A
Reminder

Kountry Kitchen

1$ ft. ALUMINUM boat, 33 H.P.
electric start motor, depth
SIX FOOT Three point hitch
finder, trolling motor, heavy
bush hog on rotary cut mower.
duty trailer. 753-3621, $ to 5.
Call 753-6210 after 4:00.
753-2863 after 5.

0 HELP WANTED $
0 Experienced Cook
Grecian

Miscellaneous

"NEVER USED anything like
it," says users of Blue Lustre FURNISHED ONE bedroom
carpet cleaner. Rent electric apartment. Couples only.
shampooer, $1.00. Western Phone 753-6524..
. 24 two row Massey
Auto, home of "Wishing Well
Ferguson corn header. 753DUPLEX, THREE miles east
Gift Shop."
5107 or 753-4003.
of Murray on Highway 280,
furnished, all electric. Call
ALLLS-CHALMERS four row FIREWOOD FOR Sale.
We 7534998.
cultivators and Masseydeliver. $12.00 per rick. 753Ferguson 4-12 in. breaking
5555,
plow. Call 753-6636 or contact
NICE ONE bedroom mpstairs
Charles B. Stark.
apartment. All furnished-new
furniture. Carpeted. All
Early Bird Sale
utilities paid. 753-4532.
JOHN DEERE)low boy trailer,
three axle,8 x 18. Call 354-6567.

TRACTOR,801 Ford with power
steering. Call 7534566.

REMOVE CARPET paths and
spots; fluff beaten down nap
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
A shampooer, 41.00. Big K,
Belaire Shopping Center.
•

• Appiy in person cif

24.

FRONT END loader. Freemond
for a Ford or Massey Ferguson
tractor. Phone 436-5505.

LOST-ENGLISH Setter, five
years old, female, white with
yellow peaked ears. Answers
to name Jill. Reward offered.
Call 435-4556,

LOST:
Standard
MALE
Schnauzer, gray, whiskers,
cropped ears and tail. New
Concord vicinity. Reward. 4362447.

Home Furnishings

WANTAD

SMALL FURNISHED apartment, very nice and clean.
Easy to heat. Located one
block from MSU fieldhouse
$70. Couples only, no pets ('all
753-3805.
NICE FURNISHED apartment
Available for weekly or
monthly rental. 100 South 13th
Street. Kelley's Pest Control,
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
apartment. Large Living room
and complete kitchen. Gas
heat Private entrance and
bath. 753-3143.

TWO BEDROOM house on 2)-2
acres in Cherry Corner
vicinity. 753-4109.
NEW THREE bedroom house
on /
3
4 acre lot. Located two
miles on the Penny, Airport
Road. Can be seen between 1
and 6 p. m. $100 monthly $50
deposit.
TWO BEDROOM-Drapes,
washer,
dryer,
stove,
refrigerator, garage, furnished. Quiet neighborhood.
Near university. $150 monthly.
Deposit required. 753-4478
after 5 p. m.

36. For Rent Or Lease
For Rent
ito,idino with gas heat. Ai, corn
pr ,osor and hoist furnished

753-3013
37. Livestock

Supplies

POLLED
REGISTERED
Hereford bull or will trade for
one of service age. Call 4365818.
GOOD LOCKER beef. Corn fed
for six months. About 800 lbs.
Call 753-2526.
EIGHTEEN PIGS for sale. Call
753-9681

Storewide Sale
30%'050% 0
The Sit), to, Men

38. Pets - Supplies

43 Real Estate

THE QUALIFIED personnel at
Guy Spann Realty are waiting
to talk to you regarding your
Real Estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call or
FINAL SALES-Parakeei
birds. Pair $4.00. Singles $2.50. drop by the office at 901
1105 Vine Street. Call 753-5016. Sycamore Street,'753-7724.

TWO FEMALE full blooded
Poodle puppies, 753-7993

43. Real Estate
THREE BEDROOM house with
living room, kitchen, den,
utility room, bath, hall, carport, electric heat, partially
carpeted, and twenty acresall fenced, about 16 acres
tillable, two wells of water.
Near Jonathon Creek. $25,000
354-8585.

ENJOY COUNTRY living in
this two bedroom duplex, with
PAH A D1S-E
K ENN-ELS. additional road frontage.
Boarding and grooming. Pick
Let
income
ROBERTS REALTY located on
property
up and delivery service now (receiving $370 per
South 12th at Sycamore has
month)
available. Call 753-4106.
adjacent to this four bedroom,
five licensed and bonded sales
three bath home, make your
personnel to serve you plus
AKC REGISTERED puppies. payments
twenty years esclusive real
Reasonable
Doberman Pinscher, Collies, financial terms.
estate experience. Call 753Irish Setters, Dachshunds,
Wilson Real Estate.., 7531651 or come by our office. We
Chinese Pugs, Yorkies, 3363. Residences-Loretta 753like to talk REAL ESTATE.
Pekingese, American Eskimo. 5079, Wayne 7534086, Ronnie
Pet World, 121 Bypass.
435-4567:
TWO 11
/
2 year old male Setter
dogs for sale or trade. 435-4349.

Sale
_ 3Days only
Tlairsdar frido & Sawdai
Gigantic Tropical Fish Sole

111=1111-

TWO BEDROOM house with
seven acres land. Living room, 60 100 KENTUCKY LAKE lot,
carport and utility, fully
ready for set up of trailer, nine
carpeted, electric heat. Well
miles out, hold note five years.
water. Near Kentucky Lake.
Payments $38.50 month. Call
$13,000. Call 354-8585.
7534481.

NICE 2 BEDROOM Brick on Farris Ave. Has huge family
room, wall-to-wall carpet, fireplace, all built-ins in kitchen.
Also washer and dryer. On large lot. Shown by appointment.

44.

Lot

LOT FY
Call 75

KENIAI
the tiff
at 1974
lots for
lots on
May 1
down
month
weath
access
sectior
show ;
conver

45 Far

FTFTEE
approx
on Irvi
732),
Murra
Kentuc
ten n
--proxim
--of mat
- six Sc
buildu
Call 75

leery Twit

ON COLLEGE TERRACE is a lovely 3 bedroom brick with
all built-ins, baseboard heat, drapes, carpet. Large family
room with fireplace. Well located for university. Call for appointment to see.

Pet Worid
in

sypass

FIFTY-TWO ACRE farm with 3 bedroom frame home. Electric wall heat,carport. 30 acres tendable. $26,000.00
2 miles west of 641 South. Like
new 5 room home,2 bedrooms,
bath-extra large tool shed &
work shop 26' a 30'. Just right
for newlyweds.
Ideal location for retired
couple. Close to town - 8
rooms, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths.
House has ideal apartment
arrangement for added income. 107 North 7th Street...
Irvin Cobb Rd. Center Ridge
area. 2 bedroom home with
acre
lot.
Close
to
lake...$12,000.
1300 Kirkwood...outstanding
ranch home near all conveniences - includes 3
bedroom, 2 baths, carport,
fireplace, patio, owner transferred.
If your're not afraid of a little
painting you'll see the potential in this 3 bedroom lit bath
home that has living room,
large kitchen-dining-TV room,
basement-great for those
who want to use their own
ideas. Owner leaving town.
Quick possession...1637 Miller
Ave.
Just far enough from town to
be a bargain! Nice 2 bedroom
home, wall-to-wall carpet,
deep lot, nice area...$11,900.
40 acres in /Cirksey area
23 acres on Highway 94 East

Donald R.
Tucker Realtors
502 Maple

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY on 94 Fast near the lake. 5 and
four-tenths acres lot. Large 4 bedroom frame home. Electric
heat, Store building and several other buildings. Good potential for a business venture. Call us to see.
ON FAXON ROAD 20 acres, brick and frame home with 2 car
garage,family room,fireplace, drapes, good well. $31,800.00

This
nese
fee n
that

mag

librs
cent
bed

Sh

'Wan=
LAME OLDER FRAME home at Hazel across from Church
of Christ.4 rooms 1st floor, 3 up. Lot 440 feet deep. Have a big
garden. Only $10,000.00.

NICE TWO BEDROOM and family room aluminum siding
home at 515 S. 7th Street. Gas floor furnace, carpet. A real
good house, well located for a bargain.$17,500.00

Sat
Jan. 1
10:0

LEX

Wa
TV/0 R4liliVES
witUni
each.
t
esPor.

y. Stucco, 2 bedroom
$15,000.00

Ter

REJ

ter
AT 101 S. 8th STREET,Spacious older home in Murray. Has 5
bedrooms, central heat and air, formal dining room, dishwasher, drapes, fireplace, basement. In excellent condition
and with plenty of elbow room. Call for more information.
GOOD TWO BEDROOM house on large business lot just past
5 Points 915 Coldwater Rd.
IN EAST Y MANOR,clean and ready to move in 3 bedroom
brick, with carport, central heat and air, carpet. Large lot.
An excellent buy at $27,500.00.
ON RI
lawn, carpet,
has kitchen and
air, living
(034,500.00)

veneer, nice
Edward,
1 heat and
te drive.

IN EAST Y MANOR lovely new and modern 3 bedroom
home. Has all built-ins, compactor, refrigerator, drapes,carpet, 2 car garage, therrnopane windows and on approximately one acre lot. You must see this unique home.

Mono 753-4342

1507 CLAYSHIRE DRIVEThree bedroom, one bath,
brick
veneer.
Electric
baseboard heat, carpeting,
range, exhaust fan. Lot 100 x
150. $20,800. Has assumable
loan.
In lovely Canterbury at 1532
Oxford Drive-almost new
three bedroom, two bath,
brick veneer house with large
formal dining room, den with
fireplace. Master bedroom has
sliding glass doors opening
onto a redwood deck patio,
plus many other deluxe
features. A real beauty at
$42,500.
At Pryorsburg, Kentucky,
we've just listed a three
bedroom, one bath, aluminum
siding house with gas heat,
new roof, and new gutters.
Situated on 4.6 acres. Only
$20,250
Telephone Boyd-Majors Real
Estate, 405 North 12th St., 7538080.

DO YOU need a good two
bedroom house reasonably
priced? If so, this convenient
house located on US 641 at
South Hazel, Tenn, is the one.
Can be bought with a tow down
payment and owner financing.
John C. Neubauer, Realtor,
505 Main St., Murray, Ky.,
(502) 753-0101 or 753-7531.

TRAILER-HOUSE on 4 lots near Morgan Boat Dock and on
paved roads, 3 bedrooms, 10 x 72 screened porch, 14 a 18
Living room.$10,000.00
NEAR ALMO ON 24 acres, new two bedroom home, electric
heat, well. A real good buy at $15,900.
1-1
TWENTY FIVE ACRE FARM on Beach Grove Church Rd.
12 Miles west of Murray. has real nice two bedroorn frame
house five years old and twenty acres of tendable land.
($25,000.00)

1-

Al
DI
171

BAG WELL MANOR corner of Broad and Goodman; we have
a new three bedroom brick veneer,central heat and air, wallto-wall carpet, kitchen and den combination, living room,
two baths, double prage,concrete drive ($34,000.90)

CC

gc

0
TE

THREE BEDROOM new brick veneer at 507 $o. llth St. on
large wooded lot. Paper, drapes and carpet by Interiors by
Edward. Beautifully decorated, has concrete drive, also has
room in back yard for garden. 1833.000.00)

be
le

LOVELY TWO BEDROOM cypress home on large waterfront lake lot. Thermopane windows, central heat and air,
lovely kitchen with built-In range and side by side
refrigerator-freezer. Washer and dryer and completely furnished. Large fireplace and large screened porch.833,000.00
LET US HELP you with financing your home. There
is
money available.
We need new listings

Guy Spann Realty
901 Sycamore

Phone 753-7724

54

Jan,
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45. Farms For Sale

44. Lots for Sale

!. with
den,
, cartally
xes-acres
rater.
5,000.

LOT FOR sale
Call 753-8448,

in

Gatesboro.

FIFTEEN ACRE farm with
new well. Trailer with large
room, basement and patio
built on. Two acres under
woven fence. Lots of timber.
$15,000. 436-5855.

6. Homes For Sale

Another View

E lot,
nine
re22211.
Ca

ily
in.
1.

ith
ily

Auction Sale
49. Used Cars & Trucks

Every Friday Night,
641 Auction House, Paris, Term.
This week a wind up Victrola, 4 walnut Victorian chairs, Burnese lamp, cedar gun cabinet, cedar bucket, dough tray, coffee mill, picture frames, old clock,secretary desk, old walnut
chair, 3 pieces of wicker (end table, smoking stand and
magazine rack), old oak dresser and chest, wash stand,
library table, trunks, art glass, butter glass, fancy old oak
center table, super 10 Wizard outboard motor, good stereo,
bed dressers, refrigerator and stove. Plenty more.

ec-

ind
ric
en-

Shorty McBride, No. 247 Auctioneer

ar
00

1972 PLYMOUTH Fury sports
suburban, station wagon. Air
conditioned, luggage rack.
$2,100.00. Call Don after 6 p. m.
at 753-4057.
1964 BUICK SKYLARK station
wagon, good running condition. Air-conditioned. AR-15
rifle. Call 753-9859.
1970 BLACK Monte Carlo. $1800
753-1)994 after 4.30 p.m.

rch
big

Absolute
Auction

Saturday
Jan. 25, 1975
10:00 a.m.

mg
eal

Jan. 25, 1975

LOCATION: On U. S. 70 Highway, between
Waverly, Tenn. and New Johnsonville,

om

Tenn., next to Wallace's Restaurant.
REASON FOR SALE: Owner has other interest.

s5
shion

UST OF EQUIPMENT & TRUCKS TO BE SOLD
4- wo Allis Chalmers Tractor. Yr. - 1973 with cab air
- spin out wheels pre. air cleaner
1.190 x TD Allis Chalmers Tractor - 1967
1 - 175 - Mf Diesel - with mult. power
1 - 3000 Ford Diesel & all Equipment
1 - 440 John Deere Crawler
1 - 150 MF Diesel - Clean
1 - 135 ME Gas Burner
1 -410 Massey Ferguson Combine Self Propelled) - Cab
Air - Robot Header
1- No.68 New Holland Hay Baler
1 - 33-Massey Ferguson Wheat Drill -It ft.
1 - AC - 5 Bottom Plow
1 - 9 Foot Chisel Plow
1 - New 14 Ft. Cultivator
1 - 8Ft. - Rotary Cutter
1 - 6 Ft. Rotary Cutter
1-15 Ft. - John Deere 3-Section Harrow
1 - 2 Gang 14"Ford Plow
1 - 7 Ft. Ford Pick-up Disk Harrow
1 - Ford Heavy Duty-Post Hole Digger
1 - 1974-1 Ton Ford,all steel flat-with-14,000 miles
1 - 1973-C-60 Chevy 2 Ton-with 14 Ft. Bed Grain & Cattle
Twin Hoist-Factory Air-Power Steering-H.D. Springs &
Frame-2 Sp. Rear Axle. 37,000 Miles
1
2 Ton with Grain Bed
1 - 1965 - Chevrolet - 2/
1 - 1968 Ford Torino Station Wagon
1 - 4 Row - John Deere Cultivator
1 - 14Ft. John Deere Disc Harrow
1-12 Ft. John Deere Wheel type Harrow
1- 14 Ft. Cult. Packer
1 - 9 Foot Off Set Disk Harrow
1 - Complete Set of Saddle Tanks & Spray Equipt

iast

Lice
int
and
ye.

DM

arBIT-

on
. 18

tric

Rd.
me
nd.

AUCTIONEERS NOTE: Mr. Farmer & Mr.
Deafer - You will fins' some extra nice form
machines ready for work having been well
cared for. We believe one of these very
good trucks will fix you up.
OWNER: Mr. Tony Wallace-New Johnsville,
Tenn., will be happy for your inspection
before sale date - Phone: 535-2256.
NOTE: Checks acceptable - Please bring
letter frbm bank.

ive
allan,

on
by
las

1971 1511 TRIUMPH, low
mileage, perfect shape. 1961
Chevrolet pickup, sell or
trade. 753-9750.
1971 INTERNATIONAL
Travelall. Excellent condition.
Equiped for towing trailer.
753-4746.
1972 CAPRI - red with black
vinyl top, radio and extras.
17,000 actual miles, spare tire
never down, like new inside.
Good gas mileage. Phone 7533570 or 753-6602.
1171 PONTIAC, nine passenger
station wagon, power and air,
extra clean, 39,000 actual
miles. $1750 firm. 489-2715

ide
or0

Dover, Tenn. - (615) 232-5150

0.o.,, town

Sat.

9096.1
2a1'2 /

lo No SU

looms B. Gamey

WINDOW PAINTING servicecomplete janitorial services.
Homes and stores. 753-3351.

SMALL DOZER jobs. Phone
753-7370 after 8 p. in.

50. Campers

WELDING
AND
repair. FREE' YELLOW and white
female cat, gentle and
Reasonable rates. One mile
east of Murray. 7534107 or 753fectimate' 7534535 after 5 13
4003.

Gene Steely

The Country Store
Flea MarketStock

Building Contractor
Phone 753-7850
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.

CAMP-A-RAMA Sales, coach
man, Trail Star, Fold down, HAVE PLASTIC put under your
unique, Good used trailers, "2 house. Stop mildew, mold,
dampness, and conserves
mile east of 68 and 641 inheat. Free estimates. phone
tersection. Draffinville, Ky.
19/4 RANGER XL-T /
1
2 ton
753-4784 after 5 p. m.
Phone 527-7807.
pickup. Power steering,
brakes, air-conditioner, AMLICENSED ELECTRICIAN51. Services Offered
FM stereo Call 753-0728.
Prompt, efficient service. No
job too small. Call Ernest
1972
VOLKSWAGEN, ROY HARMON'S Carpenter
White. 753-0605.
automatic transmission, nice, shop old ice plant). Complete
low mileage. $1400. 753-3717. remodeling and repairs,
cabinets, paneling, doors, Would Ike to have Boom to tear how.
EXTRA NICE 1971 Plymouth formica work, finish carJames A. Turner
Satellite Custom, four door, pentry, contracting. Phone
Paseo 436-21211
power, air, 383 engine. 492-8832 753-4124 or 753-0790 nights.
or 753-8005.
WORK.
EXPERIENCED
PAINTER CARPENTRY
1969 MERCURY MARQUIS will do interior or exterior
Remodeling, room additions,
Brougham, power steering, work by the hour or job. 435any type of home imbrakes, air, tape player, 4480
provements. Free estimates.
deluxe interior, $995. Call 753436-5840.
0910 or see at Perkins Pancake EXPERIENCED ELECHouse.
TRICIAN needs work. All' GRAVEL , HAULING.
driveways, storage sheds,
types wiring, also mainsmall cabins, concrete work,
1971 CHEVY SPORT COUPE. tenance and repair. All work
general contracting. Call 436Black on black. Steering, guaranteed. Call night or day
5330.
brakes, and air. New tires. 753- 489-2133.
3047.

4 JUST LISTED IS This large 6 room brick house with app. 2
acre lot located just out of the City limits on 121 Highway.
Has a 2 car garage with apt. renting for $60.00 per month a
single garage, very nice orchard. This property was listed for
$11
$37,500. BUT is now listed at M0,000.
1953 Jeep. Good running condition $400.00, Half cab 154JUST LISTED ON Woodlawn is a extra nice 6 room house on
$326.
beautiful lot, has fireplace, 2 bedrooms with small den,
you must see this one in.°
!lg garage and outside storage building
side to appreciate it.
7413 ALSO ON WOODLAWN we have a 6 room BV house that the
price has been reduced to 819.500 This is an exceptional good
L
I; buy.
7
:
1
II JUST LISTED
ptionally Nice 2
:Ese
room, screened
u
,
bedroom house
theit?e7,500.
1
porch,garage

Exi
7,

THIS NEW 3
wall to wall ca
drive, patio

:at
7:11;

th Is
and

en with fireplace,
car garage, paved

have
ONE OF THE NICEST FINISHED 3 bedroom bricks we
cabinets,
had, has large den with fireplace, Lots & lots of
garage,
dishwasher, range, desposal, wall to wall carpet,
priced at
central heat and air, you name it, it has it and
$39,500.
ONE OF THE LARGEST WAREHOUSES IN MURRAY
WITH APP. 40,000 Sq. Ft. of space. This building is in good
condition and can be bought for app. $2.00 per sq. ft. about
what the roof whould cost on todays market.

JUST LISTED A SMALL home near Cypress Creek on Shady
lot for less than $7,000. If you would like to have a place to get
6.3 away from it all near lake you should check on this one,
BEING sold to wind up an estate.
iF LOCATED ON LARGE LOT is this little 3 room house with
and lots
Ats: wall to wall carpet drapes large carport, large porch
of shade, newly decorated and ready to move into will consider any reasonable bid.

Reg. $8"
Save $200

r
M•fil,i
Hoene Letertanineent GIPOI•er 1.0.•
lot Om See Intrine This Sale ye. con hot• Conn Mole. Wee
Enuntairenewn C.1•11, Tr 'So I Seiko, Hoene Entononm
(dew TN lone Sn
Geer In The Wocitli lie the pron. ol •
Irleile Selections an(-nod

large den with
h• LARGE 5 room house on extra large lot, has
rt fireplace, gas heat, wall to wall carpet and priced to sell.
LOCATED JUST 3 blocks from the court square is this 8
7'2 room 2 bath house, with garage, has 2 fireplaces one with gas
logs, carpet, open stairway, a lot of house for $27,500
SlI Possession with deed.

t10
.
011

AUCTION
LOCATION: II Street, Minton, Ky. - (Turn off 641 in
front of "The Tail One" Leon Riley Ford.- Loon Riley Ford
TIME: 10:0(1 A. N. Saturday, January 25, 1975

7-pc. walnut dining,set, 5 pc. wood dining set, China cabinet
- glass door, double & single door dish cabinets, coppertone
refrigerator-freezer (side by side), portable dish washer,
maple living room suite, wicker chair & rockers, 11 odd old
tables, hassocks, floor & table lamps, twin beds with chest,
fancy iron bed, two old dressers, chest, wardrobe, cherry
daybed, old radios, pictures, trunk, school desk - 2 chairs,
book shelves, chaise lounge, yard swing with stand, yard
chairs, iron kettle flower pot, milk cans, kegs,jugs, flatirons,
lanterns, old jars & bottles, quilting frames & scraps, toys,
two vacuum cleaners, electric heater - 4 KW, depression Eg
clear glass, lots of plates, mugs, vegetable bowls, glasses,
pitchers, vases, pottery, ash trays, figurines, Tupperware,
coffee pots, pots and pans, canning and freezing supplies,
primitives of all kinds. Boxes of things to numerous to mention. 9/
1
2 HP International Riding Mower, 1955 Chevrolet -2
door - fair body, runs, has good tires.

Lile Real Estate & Auction
RI 1 Aurora Ky
Phone 474-27)7
Owner. The Country Store Flea Market Auctioneer, Vernon Lit.
TERMS CASH
Not Responsible for Accidents

If you are interested in any type real estate (and who isn't) it makes good sense to
check with Roberts Realty who have over 20 yrs. exclusive experience in real estate
business. We have 5 full timepersonne/to serve you. Following are a few of the good
Nstings we have to offer you.

1966 CORVETTE 327-350, four
speed, excellent condition.
$3250. Cali 753-0957.

Save $200.

BUSIMOGGING, PLOWING, -KIK WEEK old puppies for
landscaping, gravel hauling. adoption - free. Will make
Myrtle Brenneman. Call 436- nice outside Pots or watch
dogs. 753-3282.
2540

*Mow lestelletion
itessirs
*Neese Sewer Coarnadions _
(Licensed Master and Journey man Pltunbers
*Al type beckho• work

1972 FORE)PICKUP, power and
air, automatic, sharp. Call 7536855

A
A
1968 CHEVROLET pickup,
At
white, 350 automatic, new
2
chrome wheels, $850. 435-4294 tIlt
51g!
after 5 p. m.

54. Free Column

Eiti
iNE

WANT A GOOD PIECE OF INCOME property, then you
might be interested in this large house corner of Miller &
Broach only 1 short blockfrom University Campus.It has full
basement with several rooms with some work could be ren- 7:*
table, has 2 apts. on ground floor, one apt. second floor and a
garage apt. It is now renting for $270 per month. This place
can be bought with furniture for only $25,000.
APPROVED FOR GI LOAN IS THIS EXCEPTIONALLY :10_
nice house located on South 7th Street, has 3 bedrooms, den. ;is;
livingroom with fireplace, wall to wall carpet, dishwasher, W
disposal,lots of closet space, a real buy at $21,000.
WE HAVE 3 mobile homes listed ranging in price from $2500 :41e,
/
2 baths for $4250. If you are into a 3 bedroom one with 11
terested in Mobile home living come by and take a look at any
or all of these mobile homes. Two of the owners have left
town and the 3rd one will be leaving real soon.
Never been lived in and just waiting for you!! Three
bedroom,2 baths, complete modern kitchen, central heat and
air; formal dining room plus family room!!! All of this and
more for less than $40,000.00. Located in one of the nicest
Pr.
areas of Murray.

:
7a3

WE HAVE LISTED A GOING BUSINESS that is priced ,7711i
right. If you are interested in owning and operating your own
business come by and let us tell you about this one for only Ix.
$16,000.
ONE OF THE VERY NICEST LOTS IN MURRAY App. 1 ill;
acre in size nice shade and over 200 ft. street front, well
restricted $6,000.
LOCATED AT SOUTH EDGE OF HAZEL ON 641 Highway ik
we have a good solid 5 room house with over 300 ft. Highway ;IF
•:
front priced less than $10,000.

We have Slots located in the Broach addition, between S. 16th
and the New High school these lots have 112 ft. front on one
street and 150 on one . These lots are priced at $4950 each.
We have several lots on and near lake one in Panorama
Shores for only $1600.
Sin Ky..Lake Development for 91500. 5 overlooking /Glens M
Boat Dock for $4500. 17 lots on Barkley Lake for only $5500.
It

Stop at Roberts Realty South 12th at Sycamore or call 753-1651 or any of the following
numbers at night Lela Parker 753-6085 T C. Collie 753-512Z Anna Reguarth 753447Z
Ray Roberts 753 5583or Hoyt Roberts 753-3924.

)
:
1

We Service VVhat We Sell
Lk. No 314

Now MI: 4444742

1112kom,-Tom.

10
Special
January "Sale Will Be Sold Under Tent" a.m.
25
4

9. Used Cars & Trucks

11611111S.

THE AUCTIONEERS:
Fel

SEND ...10$-IN WA'NE 4)
,2-(MORE.
ONLY -THE NATIONAL GUARD.

This 4 visor warranty is backed 100% by Curtis Mathes. Folks
this is no gimmick, don't take the word of others, check with us
or the ones who own Curtis Mathes. We wig finish you with

is

lienese

•

CURTIS MATHES

Bogard Realty
& Auction Co.

ELECTROLUX SALES & COLLEGE STUDENT needs
Service. Write C. M. SanFlers, work
Will do housework,
Box 213 Murray or call 1-382- babysit, or type. Reasonable
2468. Farmington.
rates. Experienced. 753.2707.

Service

"THE,r rioN'T

51. Services Offered

51. Services Offered

JOHN HUTCHENS' Plumbing
and Electric Repair Service.
No jobs too small. 436-5642
before 8 a.m, or after 5 p.m.

Septic Tank

RepeatFactory
Sale

SALE BY

er-

51. Services Offered

111,000-NICE BRICK three
bedroom home on large lot
close to Murray on 94 East,
immediate
occupancy
available. See it today. Moffitt
Realty, 304 Main, 753-3597 or
home 753-5068.

KENIANA SHORES-Now is
the time to select your lake lot
at 1974 prices. We have large
lots for only $895 and king size HOUSE, TWENTY acres, FOUR BEDROOM brick, 1706
outbuildings. Located at Alino Johnson Blvd. 2500 square
lots on TVA contour for $5395.
Heights. Available
im- feet, family room-kitchen
--May be.. purchased for 440
mediately. 753-7494 7-5 or 753- combination, all built-in kiC
down and 1 per cent per
7263.
chen, two baths, carpeting,
month. Central water, all
central heat and air. By apweather streets and lake
pointment, call 753.7939.
access. Separate mobile home 46. Homes For Sale
sections. We will be happy to
1
2 ACRES-plus good frame
show you these lots at your 7/
For Sale
convenience. Phone 436-2473. home with basement, good
pond,some fencing, good well,
By Owner
located near Murray on 121
New blouse, 3 bedrooms, 2
West, priced at the low price of
babes imolai! in city, in45. Farms For Sale
$19,750. A real value to see
clude, dad, silty room, full
today. Moffitt Realty, 304
FIFTEEN ACRE mini farm,
swap, carpeted, central
Math, 753-3597.
approximately 600 ft. frontage
beet & air, all built-ins.
on Irvin Cobb Road (Highway
Listing just ran out. Owner
732), seven miles from NEW LISTING-By owner.
has reduced asking price to
Three
bedroom
brick.
Murray, two miles from
$29,500.00. Coll day-753Kentucky Lake(Blood River), Keenland Subdivision. Central
0550, ni9ht-753-8261.
ten fl.41100 to LBL, ap- heat and air,_gas grill, fully
proximately 30,000 board feet carpeted',
of mature hardwood timber, combination„.--aeparate-tienf- 48. Automotive Service
six acres open land. Nice large utility, double carport
building sites. Price $15,000. with storage. Reasonable. 753- SNOW TIRES E78 x 14,
2485.
Call 753-7580 after 5 p. m.
mounted on American Motor
rims. Call 489-2317.

Led on
e has
I sales
plus
real
I 753e. We

.
,
.
\
_. . . . . . . . .ADS
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Center
CentralShopping Center
Phone 753-5N5
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Deaths and Funerals
Helen S. Broyles,
Sister, Local Man,
Dies At Paducah

Oliver Jones Dies
Wednesday; Rites
To Be On Friday

Helms Reportedly In No Danger
Of Losing His Ambassadorship
given last week before the Senate Armed Services Committee
when he said a CIA counterintelligence unit was formed to
analyze information on American radical groups in response
to presidential concerns that
domestic disturbances were influenced from abroad.
Several sources indicated
that Helms' explanation was
ambiguous.
-Some people appeared to be
satisfied and other people
didn't find that anything had
been answered," a source said
of the panel members.
A transcript of Helms' responses will be turned over to
the select committee expected
to be created by the Senate
Monday to investigate the CIA,
FBI and other U.S. intelligence
agencies.
Senate Republican Leader
Hugh Scott has named Sen.
John G. Tower, R-Tex., vice
chairman of that committee.
Other GOP committee members will be Barry M. Goldwater of Arizona, Richard S.
Schweiker of Pennsylvania,
Charles McC. Mathias of Maryland and Howard H. Baker Jr.
of Tennessee.
Democratic members of the
11-man committee have not
been appointed.

during Helms' secret testimony
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee on Wednesday,
added that "nothing basically
was answered" at the hearing
concerning apparent contradictions in Helms' previous
sworn statements before separate Senate panels.
Another source confirmed
that members of the Foreign
Relations panel have given "no
to
consideration"
seeking
Helms' recall. Asked by reporters Wednesday if he thought he
might be forced to step down,
Helms replied, "I don't know
why."
Helms said he planned to
leave Washington Sunday to reRev. Virgil Blankenship turn to Iran.
Foreign Relations Chairman
moved to Lynn Grove last week
to become pastor of Salem John J. Sparkman,0-Ala., said
a censored transcript of
Baptist Church.
He has pestered churches in Wednesday's closed session
Henry County, Tenn., First would be published soon to alBaptist Church, Sharon, Tenn., low the public to judge whether
and Second Baptist Church in Helms tried to mislead the
committee in 1973 when he said
Russellville.
Rev. Blankenship attended that all attempts to involve the
CIA in forbidden domestic operations had been "totally and
100 per cent resisted.Helms was asked to square
that strement with testimony

WASHINGTON (Al') - Despite controversy about his
knowledge of CIA domestic spying, former intelligence chief
Richard M. Helms is in no danger of being forced out as ambassador to Iran, congressional
sources my.
"This subject I don't think
has crossed anybody's mind,"
said one official, referring to
Helms' diplomatic assignment.
The official, who was present

Oliver Jones of Benton Route
Miss Helen Saline Broyles of
244 Lone Oak Road, Paducah, Five, Aurora Community, died
sister of Arthur Lee Broyles of Wednesday at eleven a.m, at
Murray, died early Saturday the Benton Municipal Hospital.
morning at her apartment, He was 70 years of age.
The deceased was a member
according to McCracken County
Deputy Coroner Jerry Beyer. and deacon of the Ferguson
The woman,age 23, was found Springs Baptist Church and a
shot to death in her apartment. retired pipe fitter. -Born
Sammie Jones, manager of November 6, 1904, he was the
Club 400, has been charged with son of the late J. W. Jones and
murder and is being held In city Florence IIIITI8ft 301988.
Mr. Jones is survived by his
jail without bond, according to
wife, Mrs. Vena Jones, two
authorities.
Miss Broyles was a 1972 daughters, Mrs. Fran Beale and
graduate of Paducah Tilghman Mrs. Mary Cassity, and three
Hie;School and was a member grandchildren, all of Benton
of dr-eater Harrison Street Route Five; two brothers, Rev.
Baptist Church where she sang Otis Jones of Hazel and Daley
Jones of Benton Route Four.
in the church choir.
Funeral services will he held
Survivors are two sons,
-Darrell Keith and Ftaymand Friday at two p.m. at Ferguson
--Kevin Broyles, her mother, Springs Baptist Church with
Mrs. Cassie Broyles, and her Rev. Heyward Roberts and
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. TWv. Omar Jenkins officiating.
Burial will be in the Union
Raymond Watkins, all of
Paducah; two sisters, Mrs. Ridge Cemetery with the
Willodean Meyers and Mrs. arrangements by the Collier
of Funeral Home, Benton, where
Minni Lee Gardner
Louisville; one brother Arthur friends may call.
Lee Broyles of Murray.
Funeral services wirbiTalia-'Orin
Friday at two p.m. at-- the---Harrison Street
Greater
Missionary Baptist Church,
Paducah, with Rev. W. G.
Harvey officiating. Burial will
be in the Pleasant Grove
John Carr of Murray Route
Cemetery.
:35
Friends may call from seven Three died this morning at 7
at the Murray-Calloway County
to nine p.m. tonight Thursday
He was 53 years of age
at the Cosmopolitan Mortuary, Hospital.
Paducah. The body will be and his death followed an extaken to the church at eleven tended illness.
Mr. Carr was a member of the
a.m. Friday.
Episcopal Church and a Navy
veteran of World War II. Born
December 3, 1921, in Fort
Rev. Virgil Blankenship
Smith, Ark., he was the son of
the late Thomas Carr and Union University in Jackson,
Tenn. and is a graduate of
Bessie Lawson Carr.
Final rites for Miss Cappie
He and his wife, Mrs. Mary Bethel College in McKenzie,
Beale were held this morning at Ann Wolfe Carr, to whom he Tenn. He has served many
ten o'clock at the chapel of the was married on April 16, 1944, offices in the Associations in
.1 H. Churchill Funeral Home moved here June 15, 1974, from which he was pasturing and has
with Rev. Richard Walker of- Seattle, Washington.
worked with the State Sunday
ficiating and Gus Robertson,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. School Board in Nashville.
Jr., and Richard Jones Mary Ann Carr, Murray Route
He is active in community
providing the music.
Three, and two sisters, Mrs. and civic organizations and has
Active pallbearers were Dr. John Helen( Brandon of served on the County Advisory
James Hart, W. P. Dub) Murray Route Three and Mrs. Board in Wealdey Co. While in
Russell, John Parker, James Charles B. I Zella Mae) Maxwell Russellville he was elected to
Rudy Allbritten, Henry Holton, of Shreveport, 1..3.
appear in Who's Who in the
and W. C. Elkins. Honorary
Funeral arrangements are State of Kentucky.
pallbearers were Kirby Jen- incomplete, but friends may
The new minister is married
nings, Preston (Ty Holland, call at the Blalock-Coleman to the former Estelle Dunning of
Fred Schultz, Dr. John Quer- Funeral Home after six p. m. Gleason, Tenn., who attended
termous, James M. Lassiter. today 'Thursday.
Union University and has a
Vernon Hale, J. B. Wilson, and
degree in Business from the
Gingles Wallis.
college in Martin, Tenn.
Burial was in the Murray City
They have one daughter,
Cemetery.
Valencia(Mrs. Don Harris) who
Miss Beale, a resident of 314--ig now living in Gleason, Tenn.
North Seventh Street, died
at
sister
Mrs. One Culver,
Tuesday at 1:45 a. m. at the
r
Murray-Calloway County Oscar Shankle of Puryea,
died Sunday at
Tenn.,
Hospital. She is survived by one
73
was
She
Ga.
Blackshear,
sister, Mrs. J. I. Hosick of
Murray, three nieces, two years of age and the widow of Federal State Market News
nephews, two great nieces, and John Culver.
23, 1975
Survivors are two sons, W. J. Service January
several cousins.
Purchase Area Hog
Culver of Blackshear, Ga., and Kentucky
Report Includes 8
Homer Culver of Greenfield, Market
Stations
Term.; two daughters, Mrs. Ina Buying
Receipts: Act. 1670 Est. 550
Presson of Greenfield, Tenn.,
& Gilts steady to 25
and Mrs Faye Noel of Battle Barrows
Sows steady
Creek, Mich.; brother, Oscar cents higher
200-230 lbs. $38.50-39.00
Shankle of Puryear. Tenn.; US 1-2
sister, Mrs. Iva Mae Britt of US 1-3 190-240 lbs. 138.00-38.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 137.25-38.00
Huntingdon, Tenn
Funeral services are being US 3-4 260-390 lbs. 436.75-37.25
for
services
Funeral
Sows
Foreman H. Graham are being held today at 2:30 p.m. at the US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 132.00-33.00
held today at 2:30 p. m. at the Williams Funeral Home, US 1-3 350-450 lbs. 131.00-32.00
chapel of the J. H. Churchill Greenfield,Tenn., with burial to US 1-3 450-650 lbs. $34.00-35.00
Funeral Home with Dr. David be in the Everetts Chapel few at 35.50
C. Roos and Dr. James Fisher Cemetery there.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. $30 00-31.00
officiating.
Boars 425.00-27.00
Cliff Cochran, George Scully,
Jr., Bradburn Hale, Wells
Purdom, Jr., Thomas Redden,
and L. D. Miller are serving as
active pallbearers. Members of
the Board of Directors of the
Bank of Murray are serving as
honorary pallbearers.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
WASHINGTON ( AP)- Rich- make the payment on WednesMr. Graham, age 82, died ard M. Nixon's legal defense day.
the
at
m.
p.
9:50
Tuesday at
fund, almost broke after paying
Contributions trickle in daily
Murray-Calloway County another $20,000 in lawyers' fees,
to the Justice Fund's office six
Hospital. A member of the First is appealing to foreign contribA
Christian Church, he was a utors for help in raising $1 mil- blocks from the White House.
$1,000
lormer partner in the firm of lion to aid the former presi- few are in the $500 to
smaller.
are
range, but most
Graham and Jackson, former dent.
To expand the flow of contribupresident of the Murray
Rabbi Baruch Korff, head of tions, Korff said he now is
Wholesale Grocery Company,
members of the Board of the President Nixon Justice sending scores of letters to
Directors of the Bank of Murray Fund, handed the $20,000 check newspapers and other publicafree
and Ryan Milk Company, and Wednesday to a secretary for tions "throughout the
founder and 'part owner of the Washington law firm repre- world."
The goal is to raise $1 million
senting Nixon in a range of leMurray Plaza Court.
to aid the former president, he
He is survived by his wife, gal entanglements.
said In an interview. About
Mrs. Ola Johnson Graham, 1017
It brought to $100,000 the le- $400,000 to $500,000 would go to
Sharpe Street, Murray; two
fees paid by the fund since pay current legal fees and the
gal
riethews, Sonny Graham of
Nixon resigned Aug. 9, Korff expense of fighting in the
Lewisburg and Jimmy Graham
said. And, according to Korff, it courts to free Nixon's White
of Murray; one niece, Miss
left a balance of $142,322 owed House files for the former presWanda Jean Graham of
to the firm of Miller, Cassidy, ident's use, Korff said.
Murray.
Larroca and Lewin - as well
The family requests that in
The rest would supplement
as virtually wiping out the
lieu of flowers that expressions
"the amaaser congressional alaccount.
bank
fund's
of sympathy take the form of
lotment which by all accounts
In fact, Keel's assistant, is less than one-third the
donations to the First- Christian
contributed
Cooperstein,
Barry
aninuat given to (former PresiChurch Memorial Fund or the
Heart $138 from his own pocket to dent Lyndon It , Johnson,- he
County
Calloway
and
figure
120,000
the
reach
Association,
said

Rev. Blankenship
Serving As Pastor
At Salem Church

Carr Dies At
Local Hospital
This Morning

Final Rites Held
For Cappie Beale

Ona Culver
Dies. At Blackshear-

Purchase A rea
Hog Market

Funeral Services
Being Held Today
For Mr. Graham

Appeal Planned To
Aid Nixon Defense

Meany

• • •

(Cauthatied freak Page 1)
chief avoided any reference to
the Democrats.
The AFL-CIO program is expected to include a call for an
immediate tax cut of between
$20 billion to $25 billion for lowand middle-income families,
the release of about $20 billion
in impounded funds for public
works projects.
Meany said the federation
also would push for a longer
range program dealing with tax
reform, national health insurance and regulations to control
interest rates.

Simon. . .

(Coutiosed hum Page 1)
"take no further action" toward imposing additional fees
or tariffs on oil imports and to
-await appropriate legislative
action."
Ford had advised Congress
last week he would use presidential powers to raise the fee
on all Imported crude oil and
petroleum products, hiking tariffs by $1 per barrel Feb. 1, an
additional $1 effective Mardi 1
and another $1 on April 1, for a
total $3 boost.
As his committee began hearings Wednesday on tax cut legislation, Ullman said Ford
mrned down his request for a
delay on the tariff.
Treasury Secretary William
E. Simon, who testified before
the Ways and Means ComYouth Recognition Sunday mittee, later defended Ford's
will be held at the Goshen and tariff decision.
The President "made the deLynn Grove United Methodist
Churches on Sunday, January cision, which is a correct decision, not to move the route of
25.
To recognize the outstanding more government, rationing
youth groups of both churches, and allocation, which would be
Craig Suiter will participate in a an absolute nightmare for the
dialogue sermon with Rev. Bill American people," he told reHart, pastor, on the theme, porters.
LAKE DATA
"Football and The Game of
Kentucky Lake, 7
Life."
Sutter, son of Mr. and Mrs. up 0.1. Below dam 320.6, down
James Sutter, is a member-eV 0.4.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.4, up
the Murray High School football
0.2. Below dam 326.4, down 0.9.
state championship team.
Sunset 5:11, sunrise 7:06.
Services will be at Goshen at
Moon rises 1:38 p.m., sets
9:30 a.m. and at Lynn Grove at
Thursday 1:10 azn..
eleven a.m.

Youth Recognition

Sunday At Goshen
And Lynn Grove

100,STOCK MARKET*
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today furnished to
the Ledger & Times by I. M.
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
AT&T.
Boise Cascade
Fairchild Camera
Ford
Gen. Motors
(len. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Tappan
Western Union
Zenith

13 4-1/4
2 unc
/
41
18 unc
47% +%
12% +
18% -4
36 unc
37% +1
2.
/
12% +%
15% +/
4
1
20% +%
19% +4
13% +%
5% one
10% one
10% +%..

Prices of stock of local interest at noon, EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger di Times
by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows:
Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
W.R.Grace
Texaco
Gen. Elec.
GAF Corp.
Camp.Soup
Geo. Pac.

Hurry! We're
Priced For A
Sell Out!
RFD
Traction
Ism ULM
les OLIN
los MN
Is.$211.1111
leo 102S.811
Ism 311.111
lee $211.N
New MI5
lie• SAAR
Ise $72.N
U..$34.

87413
11171-14
1711-14
F78-14
1171-14
11171-14
WIG
87845
878-15
J71-15
17415

A78-13
Vehltswall
Tuboloss Plus
Fed Ex. Tax
of $1 78
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Six Children
Die In House
Fire Today

E78-15 F78-15
Whitewolls Blockwolls
$1595

READING, Pa. (AP) - Six
children died and five other
children and three adults were
injured in a house fire today,
officials said. Three of the injured children were reported in
critical condition.
Investigators said it appeared
that all 10 children of the Melvin and Annabelle Millisock
family were either killed or injured in the blaze, which broke
out at about 2 am.
The llth child, a 3-year-old
overnight guest at the Millisock
home, died in the fire, authorities said.
Two youngsters reportedly
jumped from a second-story
window to escape the flames.
Three others fled or were rescued, but sustained critical
burns.
A spokesman at St. Joseph's
Hospital said "We had three
dead on arrival. The parents
the Il/lilliancks) are being
treated with the grandmother."
Police confirmed that the
Millisocks were among the injured and said they believe that
Ethel Si22111, 73, is the grandmother of the Milliimck children. She was being treated for
ehock.
Melvin Millisock, 33, and his
34-year-old wife were treated
for minor injuries.
The cause of the fire was not
immediately known.
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